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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Films shown in America from 1935 to 1941 had a British 

bias. Anglophilia on film resulted from a longstanding 

Anglo-American cultural affinity. But as war approached in 

mid-1939, the celluloid unneutrality blossomed into pro-

British propaganda. Hollywood's shift from simple bias to 

propagandistic intervention paralleled the changing tides of 

American foreign policy and public opinion during these 

years. Although the motion picture industry largely 

followed both diplomacy and opinion, the Anglophilic images 

produced by that industry still effected the creation of an 

Anglo-American alliance by late-1941. By reinforcing a 

majority of American citizens' previously held affinities 

for Britain, films helped to fortify public support for 

Roosevelt's increasingly Anglophilic and interventionist 

foreign policies from 1939 to 1941. 

A pro-British tint to the nation's popular culture was 

nothing new to Americans of the late thirties. The two 

nations possessed a host of cultural ties that extended back 

several centuries. These similarities, including common 

origins, a similar Anglo-Saxon racial heritage for some, and 

a common English language, helped to draw the two together a 



generation earlier during "the great rapprochement."' The 

motion picture industry remained as dependent upon the 

dominant Anglo-American exchange as any other form of 

cultural expression. Just as the literature of William 

Shakespeare or the poetry of Rudyard Kipling proved popular 

on both sides of the Atlantic so British themes affected 

films. 

The Anglo-American cultural affinity provided the 

primary force behind the wave of Anglophilic films produced 

by the motion picture industry from 1935 to 1939. 

Shakespeare's plays, for instance, found expression in 

Hollywood productions. Kipling's poetry engendered a series 

of adventurous imperial films undergirded by Anglo-Saxon 

racism and a common imperial tradition held by the two 

nations. 

Hollywood remained unwilling to do more than sympathize 

with Britain until after September 1939. The motion picture 

industry hesitated to produce anything resembling pro-

British propaganda until 1939 for several reasons. The 

British themselves first had to prepare the American market 

for Anglophilic messages. During the inter-war years, Anglo 

bureaucrats did just that by encouraging American favor 

through the production of subtle, but official, publicity. 

'For a full discussion of the Anglo-American 
rapprochement, see Bradford Perkins, The Great 
Rapprochement: England and the United States, 1895-1914 
(New York: Atheneum, 1968). 



As war approached the British, as before World War I, became 

more aggressive in their propaganda. Filmmaker Alexander 

Korda, a British citizen who produced such patriotic films 

as Fire Over England at his London studio, relocated to 

Hollywood at the behest of the British government in 1939. 

Once there, Korda continued to produce such pictures as That 

Hamilton Woman which nurtured favor for Britain within the 

American viewing public. Korda's efforts in making 

Anglophilia marketable in America provided a model for 

Hollywood executives to do the same by 1940.^ 

Marketability was always the critical issue in the 

motion picture industry. The major studios, producing films 

not for the sake of art or propaganda but for profits, were 

unwilling to make overtly Anglophilic films until they were 

assured of a return on their investments. Until 1940 the 

European market, a critical source of revenue for American 

studios when depression-era attendance remained down at 

home, prevented the production of Anglophilia. Until that 

date Germany, along with England, provided one of the two 

main markets for American films in Europe. To avoid 

alienating the former market, Hollywood executives, many of 

whom were Jewish and thus predisposed to support the western 

democracies over Adolph Hitler's Germany, resisted producing 

anti-Nazi or pro-British propaganda. That barrier to 

''See Chapter III for a full discussion of Korda's and 
Britain's propaganda efforts. 
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propaganda came tumbling down in 1940, however, when German 

authorities closed the markets under their control to 

American pictures. From that point on, the English market 

attained preeminent status in Europe.^ Even the lure of 

the English market was not enough to create Anglophilia 

alone. 

Oddly, the Great Depression played a role in the 

production of pro-British films. Beginning in the twenties, 

the major studios—Warner Bros., Radio-Keith-Orpheum (RKO), 

Paramount, Twentieth Century-Fox, and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 

(MGM)—had gradually consolidated the industry. Further 

driven by the economic difficulties of the depression, these 

studios monopolized the film industry through vertical 

integration. Each studio owned almost every phase of the 

production and marketing of motion pictures. Performers and 

writers, for instance, signed exclusive contracts with a 

studio. Further, the majors extended their control even to 

the point of owning individual theaters throughout the 

country. Through this integrated system of production and 

distribution, often referred to as the "studio system," the 

studios not only cut their costs, but they also exerted a 

great deal of control over the images which viewers saw. 

The image which many viewers craved during these years 

was adventure. During the depression, viewers became 

'For a full discussion of market forces as causal 
factors in Anglophilia on film see Chapter III. 
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increasingly frugal with their entertainment dollars, as 

evidenced by declining attendance figures. Motion picture 

attendance dropped from a pre-depression high of around 100 

million to approximately 60 to 75 million per week by 

1935." However, studio executives, such as executive 

producer Hal B. Wallis at Warner Bros., noticed that 

adventure and action films consistently drew good audiences. 

The lone genre which overcame depression-induced attendance 

problems, adventure films dovetailed nicely with pro-British 

themes. When studios first noticed the popularity of the 

genre and began planning and producing adventure pictures 

after the recession of 1937-38, pro-British works, such as 

The Dawn Patrol and The Sea Hawk, appeared. 

These Anglophilic adventures both drew upon and 

influenced other such productions. In addition to vertical 

integration, another aspect of the "studio system" was the 

cost-effective mass production of movies. In an effort to 

cut production costs, similar elements, such as scenery, 

costumes, dialogue, and photography, used in earlier films 

were recycled for use in later productions. Warner Bros.' 

The Sea Hawk, for instance, recycled footage used in a 

similarly adventurous and Anglophilic film. Captain Blood. 

Under this formula, once studios produced films with pro-

"Andrew Bergman, We^'re in the Money: Depression 
America and Its Films (New York: New York University Press, 
1971), xi. 



British themes, it became efficient and profitable to make 

other such features using similar elements.^ 

The United States government posed a threat to 

Hollywood's "studio system." At the behest of the remaining 

independent production firms and theater owners, the 

Department of Justice opened an investigation into the major 

studios' monopoly in the late thirties. Led by Harry and 

Jack Warner, close friends of the president, the studios 

lobbied Roosevelt for relief from the Justice Department's 

threat under the terms of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act to 

dismantle their empires. President Roosevelt, eager for 

mass media support for his interventionist foreign policies, 

intervened on behalf of the industry in 1940. In a quid pro 

quo for his benevolence, the motion picture industry agreed 

to produce films supportive of the president's diplomatic 

agenda.^ According to isolationist Senator Gerald P. Nye 

in 1941, a critic of Hollywood's unneutral propaganda, the 

^Inter-Office Communication, Hal B. Wallis to Harry Joe 
Brown, 14 December 1935, The Sea Hawk Story File #1, Warner 
Bros. Archives, School of Cinema-Television, University of 
Southern California. For a discussion of the production of 
"formula pictures" from the "studio system" see Chapter III 
or Nick Roddick, A New Deal in Entertainment: Warner 
Brothers in the 1930s (London: British Film Institution, 
1983) , 243 and 246. 

''For a full discussion of Roosevelt's involvement in 
the motion picture industry see Chapter III or Richard W. 
Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society: The Roosevelt 
Administration and the Media, 1933-1941, Contributions in 
American History, ed. Jon L. Wakelyn, no. Ill (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 1985). 
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final ingredient of Roosevelt's benevolence created a 

series of 

Pictures telling about the grandeur and the 
heavenly justice of the British Empire. Pictures 
depicting the courage, the passion for democracy, 
the love of humanity, the tender solicitude for 
other people, by. . .Great Britain. . . . ""̂  

Ordinarily, pro-British productions on the part of the 

industry held no greater significance. The Anglo-American 

cultural exchange, after all, continues to meld the two 

nations together to the present day. But the years from 

1935 to 1941 encompassed a change in the way that the United 

States related to the world and, in particular, to Great 

Britain. These were the years in which the globe's 

preeminent power in the aftermath of World War I, the U.S., 

again isolated from European affairs, by necessity 

confronted the outside world. During those six years. 

Hitler's consolidation of power in Germany, the rise of 

fascist leaders Benito Mussolini in Italy and Francisco 

Franco in Spain, and the continued growth of Japan in the 

Far East, forced the United States to emerge from its 

isolationist shell and confront a hostile world. 

As the nation and Roosevelt confronted the world, 

American films closely paralleled and informed the meeting. 

In the period of cultural Anglophilia on film from 1935 to 

September 1939, for instance, films reflected the 

'Gerald P. Nye, "War Propaganda," Vital Speeches, 
December 1937, 720-23. 
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president's foreign policy of continued isolation, balanced 

by unneutrality towards the western democracies. Perhaps 

the best example of film isolationism and non-neutrality in 

1935 to 1939 appeared in The Dawn Patrol. Produced in 1938, 

after Hitler's foray into the Sudetenland and during the 

Munich Conference, the film marked a watershed in Hollywood 

as it was among the first productions in which the film 

capital really considered a contemporary diplomatic 

situation. Reflecting the American diplomacy that produced 

the isolationist Neutrality Act of 1937 and the cash-and-

carry provision to that same act. The Dawn Patrol did not 

yet advocate intervention. Instead, the revival of the war 

film adopted a sympathetic British point of view, a view 

quite unlike that of earlier war films.® 

The outbreak of war in September 193 9 strengthened the 

American public's sympathy for the western democracies, 

spurred Roosevelt's unneutral diplomacy and drove Hollywood 

to incorporate further politics into its productions. 

Hitler's invasion of Poland and the subsequent declarations 

of war by both Britain and France resulted in a wave of 

public support for the Allies."* Driven in part by this 

shift in opinion, the president pursued policies, such as 

"The Dawn Patrol, directed by Edmund Goulding, with 
Errol Flynn, David Niven, Basil Rathbone, and Donald Crisp, 
Warner Bros. Pictures, 1938. 

^George H. Gallup, 1935-1948, vol. 1 of The Gallup 
Poll: Public Opinion 1935-1971 (New York: Random House, 
1972), 184-88. 



lend-lease, designed to aid the western democracies. And 

Hollywood, dominated by Jewish executives such as Harry and 

Jack Warner, began to manufacture films, such as Confessions 

of a Nazi Spy, with clear anti-Nazi messages. 

The corollary to anti-Naziism, Anglophilia, was evident 

as well by the summer of 1940. In June of that year, 

American foreign policy underwent a critical transformation. 

Paris fell to the Nazis leaving Britain as the final barrier 

between German expansion and the United States. Britain, 

however, retreating from the European continent and bombed 

by the German air force in the Battle of Britain, seemed 

unlikely to stifle German expansion. 

The crisis awoke the United States to the nearness of 

war and the desirability of aiding Britain in her struggle 

against the Nazis. From the summer of 1940 until American 

intervention in December 1941, U.S. foreign policy toward 

Europe centered around aid to Britain, an aid bordering upon 

intervention. The American public supported this shift in 

goals. By September 1940, the majority of opinion supported 

aiding the United Kingdom even if it meant risking war with 

the Axis powers.'" Galvanized by such support, Roosevelt 

concluded the destroyers-for-bases deal, an agreement 

providing Britain with direct material aid, and coordinated 

military and political objectives with Prime Minister 

lO, Gallup, 1935-1948, 243. 
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Winston S. Churchill under the ABC-1 agreement and the 

Atlantic Charter. 

Films played a role in coupling public opinion with 

foreign policy. Two schools of thought exist regarding 

film's relationship with opinion and policy. One school 

claims that films are supply-driven and thus leaders of 

public opinion. In this model filmmakers, or elites, 

produce films without regard to public desires and instead 

impose messages, which act as "prime instrument(s) for 

public persuasion," upon the audience.'^ Films produced by 

independent filmmakers, or artists largely unconcerned with 

profits fulfill this model of supply-driven opinion leader. 

The films produced by the major motion picture 

industry, however, in 19 30s America were demand-driven and 

thus followers of public opinion. Above all, industry 

executives, who controlled the production of motion pictures 

in the highly regimented "studio system," sought to make a 

profit through their films. Although art, a molder of 

opinion, certainly appeared in these commercial films, it 

appeared only if it enhanced marketability. Perhaps no one 

at the time noted the demand-driven nature of Hollywood 

productions better than film critic Otis Ferguson. Ferguson 

''Clayton R. Koppes and Gregory D. Black, Hollywood 
Goes To War: How Politics, Profits, and Propaganda Shaped 
World War II Movies (New York: The Free Press, 1987), 16; 
Peter Rollins, ed., Hollywood as Historian: American Film 
in a Cultural Context (Lexington: University Press of 
Kentucky, 1983), 1; and Steele, Propaganda in an Open 
Society, 147. 
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wrote that although films were not perfect mirrors upon 

American society, they nevertheless were "trying to meet 

with, rather than mold, popular taste." "Movie scripts," he 

concluded, were "not written in the vaults of certain 

holding banks, all underground and sinister: they are 

written for sale to the public."'^ 

Although Hollywood's films followed public opinion and 

Roosevelt's diplomacy, which also largely followed opinion, 

this did not mean that pictures failed to effect opinion or 

foreign policy. Eager for profits, film executives shaped 

their production to meet public proclivities, but, presented 

images which reinforced the views held a majority of the 

viewing public. No viewer left Warner's Los Angeles 

Hollywood Theatre in 1940 after seeing The Sea Hawk newly 

convinced of the necessity to aid Britain. But to the 

majority of viewers who already supported aid, the film 

reinforced that opinion. 

Reinforced by film, public opinion then provided a 

foundation for the foreign policies of politicians who 

'^Ferguson, The Film Criticism of Otis Ferguson, ed. 
Robert Wilson (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 
1971), 47-8 and 59. Film historian Andrew Bergman argues 
that film follows public opinion and that the success of a 
film provides a good barometer of the accuracy of a film's 
reflection upon society. See Bergman, We^re in the Money, 
xiv-xv. For an engaging discussion of the various theories 
on the relationship between popular culture, opinion, and 
policy see John M. MacKenzie, ed.. Imperialism and Popular 
Culture (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1986). 
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sought reelection in a democratic society.'^ Ever the 

politician, Roosevelt usually tailored his foreign policy to 

meet public opinion. When he did not, for example in his 

Quarantine Speech of 1937, his diplomacy failed. The 

president recognized the close connection between diplomacy 

and public opinion when he encouraged Hollywood to support 

his foreign policies by intervening on the industry's behalf 

in 1940 to avert federal anti-trust litigation.^" Even 

critics of the president's connections with the motion 

picture industry, such as Senator Nye, acknowledged the 

close connection between film and public support for aid to 

Britain. ̂^ 

Motion pictures, particularly in the age before the 

advent of television, possessed a unique potential to 

persuade. Although the economics of the thirties hampered 

attendance, motion pictures still drew millions of viewers 

trying to escape the ravages of the depression. In 1935, 

for instance, 60 to 75 million people filled motion picture 

theaters per week. By 1939 that figure perhaps reached 80 

'^Historian Michael Leigh argues that foreign policy is 
directly based upon public opinion and that politicians such 
as Roosevelt were constrained by opinion and thus attempted 
to manipulate it. See Leigh, Mobilizing Consent: Public 
Opinion and American Foreign Policy, 1937-1947 (Westport, 
CT: Greenwood Press, 1976), xii-xvi and 167-71. 

'"For a full discussion of the president's relationship 
with the motion picture industry see Chapter III or Steele, 
Propaganda in an Open Society. 

IS Nye, "War Propaganda," 720-23. 
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million. At a time when the population of the United States 

totalled approximately 131 million, motion pictures, even 

when factoring those who attended the movies more than once 

a week into the eguation, played a large role in the lives 

of most Americans.'^ 

During the 1930s, the American public changed foreign 

policy views. Early in the decade a large portion of the 

public, still disillusioned and traumatized by World War I, 

remained pacifistic. The moral repugnance of war even 

extended into the diplomatic arena with the signing in 1928 

of the Kellogg-Briand Pact, an idealistic document that 

eschewed war as a diplomatic tool. Pacifism, in such works 

as Ernest Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms, similarly provided 

a main theme of high culture. The pacifism of Erich Maria 

Remarque's All Quiet on the Western Front made its way into 

popular culture through the 1930 film based upon his novel. 

The film, according to its opening text, was "not an 

adventure, for death is not an adventure. . . . " Instead, 

the Universal production aimed to tell the story of a lost 

generation, which, whether its members died or lived, was 

"destroyed by the war. . . . " In the film's final and 

"U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of 
the United States, 1940 (Washington, D.C.: United States 
Government Printing Office, 1941), 2; Bergman, IVe're in the 
Money, xi; and Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To War, 1. 
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haunting scene the lost generation simultaneously marched to 

the battlefield and the graveyard.'"^ 

All Quiet on the Western Front, mirroring the pacifism 

in America, also reflected the nation's isolationism. Not 

that this was surprising, since the two currents often 

blended. Isolationism "contained a deep strain of 

pacifism."^° Combining the two, the film told the story of 

the Great War from the perspective of a host of German 

schoolboys. The point of view, quite unlike the unneutral 

British perspective so common in the films of a decade 

later, elicited a degree of sympathy for the German 

protagonists. ^^ 

The 1933 British production shown in the United States 

The Private Life of Henry VIII also exuded a sense of 

isolationism. Although told from the perspective of the 

English king, played in an Academy Award winning role by 

^̂ AiJ Quiet on the Western Front, directed by Lewis 
Milestone, with Louis Wolheim, Lewis Ayres, John Wray, 
Arnold Luey, and Ben Alexander, Universal Pictures, 1930; 
John Gassner and Dudley Nichols, eds.. Twenty Best Film 
Plays (New York: Crown Publishers, 1943), xxvi; and Thomas 
Doherty, Projections of War: Hollywood, American Culture 
and World War II (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1993), 85-100. 

'̂ 'Charles C. Alexander, Nationalism in American 
Thought, 1830-1945 (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1969), 169. 
Diplomatic historian Robert Dallek claims that American 
culture was market not so much by isolationism as by a 
general indifference to foreign affairs in the first half of 
the 1930s. See Robert Dallek, Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
American Foreign Policy, 1932-1945 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1979), 78-97. 

"'Aii Quiet on the Western Front. 
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Charles Laughton, the picture presented a rather ambivalent 

view of England to American audiences. Critic Pare Lorentz 

noted in Vanity Fair magazine that the film's British 

producer and director Korda was able to portray his 

homeland, and yet "still not sound like a half-soused rural 

fourth of July orator. . . ."̂ ° Korda's version of King 

Henry VIII appeared to American viewers as an intemperate, 

gluttonous, and bellicose leader who shed wives almost as 

quickly as he shed unwanted chicken bones from his plate.^^ 

Yet, for all the pacifism of All Quiet on the Western 

Front and the isolationism of The Private Life of Henry 

VIII, a cultural affinity for Britain remained strong in 

American films. Official relations between the two nations 

had been somewhat strained since World War I. The United 

States pressured England to pay off the war debts she 

incurred fighting the war and owed to American bankers and 

the government. International tensions over monetary policy 

during the early stages of the Great Depression also clouded 

Anglo-American relations. Still, the United States held an 

affinity towards Britain, an affinity produced by culture 

and comparable to no other nation. Those amicable cultural 

"""Lorentz, Lorentz On Film: Movies 1927 to 1941 (New 
York: Hopkinson and Blake, 1975), 127-28. 

"'The Private Life of Henry VIII, directed by Alexander 
Korda, with Charles Laughton, Robert Donat, and Franklin 
Dyald, London Film Productions/United Artists, 1933. 
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ties found expression in American films such as Disraeli and 

Cavalcade. 

Starring George Arliss in the title role, the 

Anglophilic Disraeli proved immensely popular with American 

audiences. The Warner Bros, picture ran for 215 days, more 

than any of Warner's other 1929 productions, at the studio's 

first-run theaters in New York and Los Angeles. Nominated 

for an Oscar for Best Picture, the film was so profitable 

that Warner Bros, re-released it in 1933, by which time 

Disraeli had played in about 20,000 theaters to about 120 

million customers. The film's popularity resided in part 

upon its favorable portraits of Disraeli, imperialism, and 

Britain. Focusing upon Disraeli's attempts to further the 

British empire by rescuing ownership of the Suez Canal from 

Russian intrigue, the film's prime minister repeatedly 

expressed the foundations for his leadership—morality, 

character, and intelligence. Working with these traits, 

Disraeli triumphed over his political competitor Gladstone 

and thus furthered the cause of English greatness by 

charting an imperial course. The prime minister's push for 

British empire received favorable depiction in America's 

theaters. Disraeli triumphed at the film's conclusion and 

secured continued British greatness by attaining rights to 
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the Suez Canal and forestalling Russian inroads into 

India. ̂^ 

Cavalcade, which won the Academy Award in 193 3 for Best 

Picture, championed Britain on the home front. Based upon 

the work of British playwright Noel Coward, the film 

chronicled English history from 1900 to 1933 through the 

eyes of the Marryotts, a well-bred English family, and the 

working-class Bridges. The two families muddled through 

such events as the Boer War, the death of Queen Victoria, 

the sinking of the Titanic, World War I, and the ballyhoo 

years of the 1920s. By the film's end, Mrs. Marryott 

expressed her admirable stoicism and hoped for "dignity, 

greatness, and peace" for her family and for England in the 

future. Lorentz noted that Mrs. Marryott's words helped 

Twentieth Century-Fox's Cavalcade become a "patriotic 

spectacle, and if there is anything that moves the ordinary 

American to uncontrollable tears, it is the plight. . .of 

dear old England." English reviewer James Agate also 

recognized that the American-made film remained "bone-

English throughout. """̂  

"""Disraeli, directed by Alfred E. Green, with George 
Arliss, Doris Lloyd, David Torrence, Jan Bennett, and 
Florence Arliss, Warner Bros. Pictures, 1929; and Nick 
Roddick, A New Deal in Entertainment: Warner Brothers in 
the 1930s (London: British Film Institution, 1983), 178-79 
and 272. 

"^Cavalcade, directed by Frank Lloyd, with Diana 
Wynyard, Clive Brook, Una O'Connor, and Herbert Mundin, 
Twentieth Century-Fox, 1933; Lorentz, Lorentz On Film, 106; 
and James Evershed Agate, Around Cinemas (London: Howe and 
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When America confronted the world in 1935, the nation 

remained "bone-English" in many ways. In its culture, of 

which motion pictures were parts, the United States 

continued to be tied with England. Although the nation's 

foreign policy continued on its charted isolationist path 

until 1940, the nation, and its films, trod upon that path 

with Anglophilic steps. 

Van Thai, 1946), 79. Other culturally Anglophilic movies 
appeared before 1935 including The Scarlet Pimpernel, 
directed by Harold Young, with Leslie Howard, Merle Oberon, 
Raymond Massey, Nigel Bruce, and Bramwell Fletcher, London 
Film Productions, 1934. 



CHAPTER II 

PREEXISTING ANGLOPHILIA, THE UNNEUTRAL 

FOUNDATION OF HOLLYWOOD'S FOREIGN 

POLICY, 1935-1939 

As both the nation and Hollywood confronted the world 

in 1935, an affinity for Britain became even more pronounced 

in American theaters. Hollywood exhibited this Anglophilia, 

the result of a myriad of Anglo-American cultural ties, from 

the year when the United States passed its first Neutrality 

Act until just before the Nazi invasion of Poland in 1939. 

Films shown in America during these four years both 

reflected and strengthened the cultural ties that flowered 

into a formal Anglo-American alliance by late 1941. The 

films depicted cultural, racial, and imperial themes which 

the two trans-Atlantic nations held in common. As America 

acknowledged rising international tensions in the latter 

third of the 1930s, those pictures promoted England. The 

unneutral, but still isolationist, support for England in 

films throughout the decade, particularly by 1938 with the 

politically conscious feature The Dawn Patrol, closely 

followed American foreign policy. 

1935 represented a watershed year in the foreign policy 

of the United States as the nation, introspective for so 

long during the twenties and thirties, began to confront the 

outside world. In August of that year Congress, inspired by 

19 
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the Italian invasion of Ethiopia, debated the international 

role that the nation would take in a world increasingly 

tense with the rise of fascist powers in Europe and in the 

Far East. Characteristically for a nation with a strong 

isolationist tradition, congressmen opted to ignore 

international tension through passage of the Neutrality Act 

of 1935, the first in series of such measures. Designed to 

limit the possibility of either enemy attacks on American 

shipping or American financial and industrial ties dragging 

the United States into another war, as many believed that 

they had in World War I, the act prescribed an embargo on 

implements of war to belligerent nations. 

Although the 1935 legislation committed the nation to 

isolation, that isolation was in fact not neutral. Several 

congressmen, in shaping the bill, hoped for impartial 

neutrality that applied equally to all belligerents in all 

conflicts. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, seeking to 

preserve executive power, lobbied for and received flexible 

neutrality from Congress in the final bill. In this version 

of neutrality the president retained the power to declare 

embargoes and to define what war materials were to be 

regarded as contraband.' Thus, if a western democracy, 

such as France or England, which controlled the Atlantic 

with her navy, became embroiled in a conflict," the president 

'Robert Dallek, Franklin D. Roosevelt and American 
Foreign Policy, 1932-1945 (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1979), 102-09. 
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could chose to remain isolated and yet actually aid that 

nation by not declaring an embargo on war materials. Even 

at its height, then, American isolationism fell short of 

impartial neutrality. 

One nation that the United States remained unneutral 

towards was Great Britain.^ Soon after World War II, 

historian H.C. Allen wrote that the cordial relationship 

that had developed into formal alliance during the war 

between the two English-speaking countries, which had 

"affinities altogether unusual among nations," was the 

product of cultural, emotional, and geographic ties. 

Primarily, Allen cited the cultural factors of similar 

origins, institutions, and traditions. These commonalities 

included democracy, parliamentarianism, capitalism, 

language, literature, and popular culture.^ All of these 

cultural ties led American journalist H.C.F. Bell to ponder 

^The United States and Great Britain were drawn 
together by a number of pragmatic interests as well. 
Historian David Reynolds, for instance, argues that the 
Anglo-American alliance came to fruition in the years 1937 
to 1941 and resulted from the nations' desire to maintain 
their dominant international positions against interlopers 
such as Germany or Japan. See David Reynolds, The Creation 
of the Anglo-American Alliance, 1937-1941: A Study in 
Competitive Co-operation (Chapel Hill: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1982), 1-3 and 286-294). Similarly, 
historian Daniel Yergin argues that cooperation between the 
U.S. and Britain to maintain control over the prize of oil 
contributed to the alliance. See Daniel Yergin, The Prize: 
The Epic Quest for Oil, Money, and Power (New York: Simon 
and Schuster, 1992), 260-68 and 368-75. 

'H.C. Allen, Great Britain and the United States: A 
History of Anglo-American Relations, 1783-1952 (New York: 
St. Martins Press, 1955), 17-29, 133-40, 150, and 153). 
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in early 1940 in the popular journal Commonweal whether the 

two peoples were "cousins." Writing on behalf of Americans, 

Bell concluded that the British traits of pragmatism, 

capitalism, freedom, peacefulness, and morality made them 

"in many fundamentals like ourselves."" 

Perhaps nowhere did this cultural symbiosis appear 

stronger than in popular culture and, in particular, the 

movies. A prime example of the cultural baggage which 

England bequeathed to the United States appeared in 19 3 5 

when Warner Bros. Pictures released the film A Midsummer 

Night^s Dream based upon William Shakespeare's play. Hoping 

for more emphasis on art and high culture in films, 

optimistic critics, who in 1935 still retained the 

aristocratic tastes of theater critics, hailed the picture 

as a watershed for Hollywood. Although the critics left 

disappointed at seeing a rather lighthearted celluloid 

adaptation of Shakespeare, the masses gave the film a warm 

reception. Film critic Richard Sheridan Ames, for example, 

noted that, even with its overriding fault of vulgarizing 

Shakespeare, the picture was important in familiarizing a 

popular American audience with his work. Starring a young 

James Cagney, A Midsummer Night's Dream, both reflecting and 

strengthening Anglo-American cultural ties, appeared for 163 

days at Warner Bros.' first-run theaters in New York and 

"H.C.F. Bell, "Our Cousins (?) the British," 
Commonweal, 19 January 1940, 276-79. 
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Hollywood, longer than any other of the studio's 1935 

pictures. In addition, the National Board of Review voted 

the film one of that year's ten best in terms of popular 

appeal.^ Throughout the remainder of the decade, films 

such as the British-made Wuthering Heights, based upon Emily 

Bronte's novel, and Hollywood's Goodbye, Mr. Chips, 

depicting a romanticized view of English public school life, 

played to large audiences.*' 

Composed of the shared ideals of individualism, 

liberty, and Protestantism and a shared sense of racial 

superiority, Anglo-Saxonism in films contributed to the 

close cultural relationship between the U.S. and Albion. 

^Midsummer Night's Dream, directed by Max Reinhardt and 
William Dieterle, with James Cagney, Joe E. Brown, Dick 
Powell, Mickey Rooney, and Victor Jory, Warner Bros. 
Pictures, 1935; Richard Sheridan Ames, Rob Wagner's Script, 
19 October 1935, 10, cited in Anthony Slide, ed., Selected 
Film Criticism, 1931-40 (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 
1983), 153; Otis Ferguson, The Film Criticism of Otis 
Ferguson, ed. Robert Wilson (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 1971), 97-98; Mark Van Doren, The Private 
Reader (New York: Kraus Reprint, 1968), 299-302; and Nick 
Roddick, A New Deal in Entertainment: Warner Brothers in 
the 1930s (London: British Film Institution, 1983), 265-66 
and 277. English critics gave the film a lukewarm reception 
because they felt that it was a rather trivialized 
interpretation of the original play. Ernest Marshall, "The 
Word From London: Reaction to the Shakespeare-Reinhardt 
'Dream' Is Not Entirely Favorable," New York Times, 1 
December 1935, sec. XI, p. 8. 

"Wuthering Heights, directed by William Wyler, with 
Merle Oberon, Laurence Olivier, David Niven, Flora Robson, 
and Donald Crisp, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939; and Goodbye, 
Mr. Chips, directed by Sam Wood, with Robert Donat, Greer 
Garson, John Colley, Peter Colley, and Paul Von Hernried, 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1939. 
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Historian Bradford Perkins has identified Anglo-Saxonism as 

a component in the warming of Anglo-American relations 

before World War I.^ And that same factor played a role in 

warming relations between the wars. A prime vehicle for the 

expression of Anglo-Saxonism during the inter-war years was 

The Adventures of Robin Hood, a film which showed, according 

to critics James Shelley Hamilton, that the legend of Robin 

Hood lived "on in the Anglo-Saxon memory."* 

In this version of the Robin Hood legend, pure Anglo-

Saxon England has been conquered by a small coterie of 

Normans, led by Prince John, while the crusading King 

Richard drove the infidels from the Holy Land. In a scene 

depicting this Norman plundering of Saxon lands, for 

example. Prince John stabbed at the ripe fruit of England 

and spilled red wine, indicating Anglo-Saxon blood.^ Robin 

Hood, symbolic of Anglo-Saxonist England, rose to fight 

John's Normans, thereby satisfying the film's expression of 

the Anglo-Saxon ideal of liberty. In a "swashbuckling 

defense of human rights" Errol Flynn's Robin often 

^Bradford Perkins, The Great Rapprochement: England 
and the United States, 1895-1914 (New York: Atheneum, 
1968), 64-88. 

^James Shelley Hamilton, "Robin Hood," National Board 
of Review Magazine, June 1938, 13-15, cited in Slide, 
Selected Film Criticism, 3. 

"The Adventures of Robin Hood, directed by Michael 
Curtiz and William Keighley, with Errol Flynn, Olivia de 
Havilland, Basil Rathbone, and Claude Rains, Warner Bros. 
Pictures, 1938. 
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singlehandedly defeated scores of Normans in hand-to-hand 

combat.'" Robin sought to liberate his Anglo-Saxon 

brethren after witnessing Norman violence, which included 

"the beatings, the blindings with hot irons, the burning of 

our burns and homes, (and) the mistreatment of our women." 

Further reinforcing his point, Flynn's character viewed an 

Anglo-Saxon refugee camp and stated that "once these poor 

people were all happy and contented, just simple villagers 

who never harmed a soul. And now, tortured, eyes put out, 

tongues slit, ears hacked off." Eventually, Robin, with the 

aid of King Richard's miraculous return to England from 

Norman imprisonment, cast off Norman rule from the island. 

This lonely victory by Robin and good King Richard 

emphasized the Anglo-Saxonist themes of individualism, love 

of liberty, and racial superiority.^^ 

Film historian Nick Roddick claims that the handful of 

"Merrie England" films, of which The Adventures of Robin 

Hood was one, produced by Warner Bros, from 1935 to 1940, 

all included themes of England as a land of individualism. 

^""The New Pictures," TiTne, 16 May 1938, 57. 

"However, the Anglo-Saxonist ideal of Protestantism 
was largely not part of Robin Hood, The film implied that 
Richard was a Protestant king who, during his absence from 
England, crusaded against non-Protestants in the Holy Land. 
Any historically-minded viewer, however, could have noted 
the inconsistencies with the implication and reality. For 
that matter the film's claim that Robin and Richard 
jettisoned Norman rule from England was equally ahistorical 
Yet, these images, however inconsistent with history, were 
the onces accepted by the motion picture industry of the 
1930s. 
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liberty, and morality.'^ And these ideals, along with the 

film's vivid technicolor and adventurous genre, were well-

received by American audiences. Earning profits of nearly 

$2 million. The Adventures of Robin Hood, voted 1938's 

seventh best film by Film Daily, was Warners' biggest money

maker of the year. And after playing for forty-two days, 

the second most of any Hollywood film for 1938, at the 

studio's first-run theaters, the feature received an Academy 

Award nomination for best picture." 

The Anglo-Saxonist sense of racial and cultural 

superiority found in The Adventures of Robin Hood also 

colored a series of imperial pictures produced by Hollywood. 

These American films had an even more direct link, a common 

imperial heritage, with Britain. Just as Britain reached 

the end of its era of empire-building in the late nineteenth 

century, the United States launched its own overseas 

imperialist campaign beginning with the Spanish-American 

War. This shared imperialist heritage and attitude 

contributed to the first warming of Anglo-American relations 

from 1895 to 1914.^" Even after the English completed 

'^Roddick, New Deal in Entertainment, 235-36. 

'^James C. Robertson, The Casablanca Man: The Cinema 
of Michael Curtiz (London: Routledge, 1993), 44; and 
Roddick, New Deal in Entertainment, 179, 267, and 279. 

'"Perkins, Great Rapprochement, 31-88. 
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building a physical empire the ethos of imperialism became a 

defining spirit in that nation's popular culture.'^ 

By the 1930's, this popular imperialism appeared in 

motion pictures on both sides of the Atlantic. In 

particular, the films of British filmmaker Alexander Korda 

reflected the popular imperialism in the thirties. Korda's 

works championed the adventure and the national virtues of 

morality, character, and patriotism inherent in the British 

empire. The popular imperialism of Korda and other British 

filmmakers influenced Hollywood's production of motion 

pictures. In addition to this British influence, Hollywood 

adopted imperial themes in the 1930s because of America's 

imperial tradition, the shared sense of Anglo-Saxon racial 

superiority, and the consistent popularity of adventure 

films. "The thirties were pre-eminently Hollywood's 

imperial decade, when the ethos and rituals of British 

imperialism were given glamorous celluloid life."^^ 

The first in a long line of major Hollywood films to 

deal with empire in the 1930s was The Lives of a Bengal 

'̂ John M. MacKenzie, ed., Imperialism and Popular 
Culture (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1986), 1 
14. 

'Jeffrey Richards, "Boy's Own Empire: feature films 
and imperialism in the 1930s," in Imperialism and Popular 
Culture, ed. John M. MacKenzie (Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1986), 140-60. Not all films of the 
decade embraced imperialism wholeheartedly. The British 
production Rhodes, for example, which appeared in American 
and detailed the life of empire-builder Cecil Rhodes, was 
actually critical of British imperialism in Africa. Van 
Doren, Private Reader, 321-24. 
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Lancer. Inspired, according to historian John M. MacKenzie, 

by British propaganda efforts that championed empire and 

based upon a novel by Francis Yeats-Brown, the Paramount 

production starred Gary Cooper as McGregor, a Scotch 

Canadian serving in the 41st Bengal Lancers stationed in 

India.̂ "̂  In India, McGregor and his fellow lancers met the 

intrigue of Mohammed Khan who, with Russian assistance, 

sought to capture a British supply train in order to equip 

his army for an attack on the British Raj. The Khan, 

becoming the first character to fulfill what would become 

the required Hollywood role of the mutinous native, captured 

young Stone, tortured him, and forced the lieutenant to 

divulge the whereabouts of the coveted supply train. 

However, McGregor saved Stone and subjugated the mutinous 

Khan in a frontier battle, actions for which he and his 

fellow lancers earned medals for bravery in the film's final 

scene. If these visual images of British triumph over 

uncivilized natives were not enough. Cooper's McGregor 

expressed imperial hubris verbally when he speculated "how 

for generation after generation a handful of men have 

ordered the lives of 300 million people. . . ."'® 

'Vohn M. MacKenzie, Propaganda and Empire: The 
Manipulation of British Public Opinion, 1880-1960 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), 89. 

'''The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, directed by Henry 
Hathaway, with Gary Cooper, Franchot Tone, Richard Cromwell, 
Sir Guy Standing, and C. Aubrey Smith, Paramount 
Productions, 1935. 
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Critics recognized and applauded The Lives of Bengal 

Lancer's resounding support for England and its empire. 

Otis Ferguson, in a review for The New Republic, announced 

himself "taken by the show, imperialism and all." A show, 

particularly in McGregor's verbal hubris, which he 

recognized was a "fine glorification of empire and the wars 

of empire."'^ The reviewer for The Nation agreed with 

Ferguson's assessment that the film represented a testimony 

"to the glory of British domination" and wondered why 

Hollywood seemed suddenly so devoted "to the cause of 

British imperialism. . . ."̂ ° New York Times critic Andre 

Sennwald, who named the picture the fourth best of the first 

half of 1935, went even further and maintained that it 

glorified the British empire even better than any film 

produced in Britain for that purpose. Recognizing that 

Britain was currying international favor, Sennwald declared 

that Paramount's "Kiplingesque" work "ought to prove a great 

blessing to Downing Street."^' 

The film's glorification of Britain and its empire 

threatened to be such a blessing to Downing Street that 

several countries resisted its exhibition. After much delay 

t9 
Ferguson, Criticism, 65-66. 

""""Blood and Glory," The Nation, 30 January 1935, 139. 

'Andre Sennwald, "The Paramount Presents 'The Lives of 
a Bengal Lancer' and 'Enter Madame' at the Palace," New York 
Times, 12 January 1935, sec. I, p. 12; and Sennwald, "Where 
Will They Be In December?," New York Times, 30 June 1935, 
sec. X, p. 3. 
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on account of the feature's "English theme," the censor 

board in Benito Mussolini's Italy, for instance, reluctantly 

accepted The Lives of a Bengal Lancer.^^ In what a later 

generation called Third World countries, the film, in its 

Anglo-Saxonist portrayal of the triumph of British 

imperialists and unsympathetic treatment of colonists, 

stirred an even more vociferous reaction. Local censor 

boards in Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia summarily rejected 

the film, while the Egyptian censors accepted it only after 

Paramount removed McGregor's quip about a handful of men 

subjugating 300 million people. Indian authorities, as 

might be expected, took particular exception with the 

production's depiction of their country. Strenuously 

objecting to a scene in which Cooper's character threatened 

to sew the dead body of an Indian into the skin of a pig, 

Indian authorities demanded that the British protest the 

film to United States Secretary of State Cordell Hull. 

Although careful not to stir Indian discontent, British 

authorities, who throughout had advised Paramount to handle 

kindly the depiction of British and Indian relations with 

care in the film, refused to protest formally against The 

"̂•Joseph I. Breen to Paramount, 6 December 1937, Lives 
of a Bengal Lancer File, Motion Picture Association of 
America-Production Code Administration Collection (hereafter 
cited as MPAA-PCA), Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Sciences (hereafter cited as AMPAS). 
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Lives of a Bengal Lancer other than through unofficial 

channels.""^ 

The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, so obviously supportive 

of Britain and its empire that it stirred antipathies 

outside the Anglo-American axis, proved so popular in the 

United States and cost-efficient that it spurred a series of 

imperial films that continued throughout the decade and into 

the next. Part of reason that these Anglophilic films 

proved marketable was that they were simply different 

versions of the always popular adventure film. In The Lives 

of a Bengal Lancer, for example, McGregor and his cohorts 

could have as easily been fighting native Americans on the 

western frontier in the employ of the United States Army. 

Industry spokespeople, in fact, marketed the film as an 

adventure that appealed to all members of the audience. The 

industry daily Variety promised theater owners that The 

Lives of Bengal Lancer "will stir that adventurous spirit 

that is penned up in every man; it will arouse the women 

because of the appeal through the action of the great cast 

of men"; and "it will excite the kids because of its 

thrilling story of adventure and its military 

^^James Wingate to Will H. Hays, 9 December 1932; 
Frederick L. Herron to Geoffrey Shurlock, 27 May 1935; 
Joseph I. Breen to Paramount, 19 November 1935, Breen to 
Paramount, 10 June 1940; and "Films 'Vilification' of 
India," The Statesman (Calcutta), 19 September 1935, p. 1-3, 
The Lives of a Bengal Lancer File, MPAA-PCA Collection, 
AMPAS. 
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atmosphere."^" Along with the decade's elaborate musicals 

and light comedies, then, the rebirth of the imperial film 

provided a measure of escapist entertainment for the 

frustrated American somehow traumatized by events outside of 

his control. 

Recognizing the profitability of such forms of 

adventure and pro-British escapism, Hollywood, operating 

under the studio system, made their production cost-

efficient. Once made and profitable, other imperial 

pictures, much like their western cousins, were inexpensive 

to manufacture. For instance, once a studio such as 

Paramount produced The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, complete 

with scenery, dialogue, plots, costumes, and photography, it 

was faster and cheaper to produce more of the same by simply 

adding a handful of new elements.^^ 

Profitable and inexpensive, imperial productions 

appeared in ever-increasing numbers throughout the second 

^""Lives of a Bengal Lancer," Variety, 26 December 
1934, The Lives of a Bengal Lancer File, MPAA-PCA 
Collection, AMPAS. The adventure of the imperial film 
proved particularly popular during the Great Depression. 
Richard Hofstadter claims that depression-era psychology 
played a role in the physical imperialism of the 1890s. In 
the 1930s Americans similarly found escape from reality in 
the popular imperialism of such films as The Lives of a 
Bengal Lancer. For a full discussion of psychology in 
physical imperialism see Hofstadter, The Paranoid Style in 
American Politics and Other Essays (New York: Alfred Knopf, 
1965). 

"See Chapter III for a full discussion of adventurous 
themes and the effect of the studio system upon Anglophilic 
films. 
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half of the thirties.^^ Always keen to shifts in the 

marketplace, the Warner brothers began production of their 

own imperial saga. The Charge of the Light Brigade, 

consciously based upon Paramount's earlier success. That 

strategy proved successful as the film earned over $1.5 

million, the most of any of the studio's 1936 productions. 

In addition. The Charge of the Light Brigade earned 

recognition as the best film released in November 1936 by 

the National Screen Council and honorable mention as one of 

the year's best by the periodical Film Daily."'' 

Starring Flynn as Captain Geoffrey Vickers, the Warner 

Bros, production, again told from the British perspective, 

chronicled in a fictionalized way the activities of the 27th 

Lancers in India before the Crimean War. The lancers, much 

like those in The Lives of a Bengal Lancer, faced a 

treacherous native leader, this time the Surat Khan, who, 

backed by Russia, rebelled against British might. Vickers 

and his colleagues largely ignored the Khan's bothersome 

'̂'Perhaps the quintessential testament to the 
popularity of The Lives of a Bengal Lancer and the attempts 
by other studios to capitalize upon this development was the 
production of Bonnie Scotland, a Laurel and Hardy parody of 
the former. Bonnie Scotland, directed by James W. Hogne, 
with Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 
1935. 

^̂ Ben Shylen to Hal B. Wallis, 5 November 1941, 
Sergeant York Story File, Warner Bros. Archives (hereafter 
cited as WBA), School of Cinema-Television, University of 
Southern California (hereafter cited as USC); Robertson, 
Casablanca Man, 39; and Roddick, New Deal in Entertainment, 
266. 
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raids until he attacked the lancers' outpost at Chukoti, 

murdering not only soldiers, but women and children, in the 

process. This attack raised the lancers', and particularly 

Vickers', ire. Vowing to take revenge upon the Khan, 

Vickers surreptitiously ordered the 27th to the Crimea, 

whence the Khan had repaired with his Russian benefactors. 

Once there Vickers indeed had his revenge upon the Khan, but 

he, and the rest of the lancers, suffered a martyr's death 

at the hands of the tsar's forces in the Charge of the Light 

Brigade as the lines of Alfred Lord Tennyson's poem scrolled 

over the scene.^® 

The film's emphasis upon the lancers' martyrdom in the 

Crimea provided a prime example to at least one observant 

critic of Hollywood's Anglophilia. Although historians and 

even Tennyson himself agreed that the Charge of the Light 

Brigade was a massive blunder. New York Times critic Frank 

S. Nugent wrote that, according to the Warners, in their 

efforts to "strike another blow for Queen Victoria and the 

empire on whose dominions the sun never sets, . . .it was no 

blunder. . . . " But, this example of imperial Anglophilia 

was only one of many as "Hollywood, ignoring the. . .stains 

. . .on the British tunic, has found only glory and rattling 

"^The Charge of the Light Brigade, directed by Michael 
Curtiz, with Errol Flynn, David Niven, Olivia de Havilland, 
Nigel Bruce, and G. Henry Gordon, Warner Bros. Pictures, 
1936; and Hal B. Wallis to Sam Bischoff, 8 January 1936, 
cited in Rudy Behlmer, ed., Inside Warner Bros. (1935-1951) 
(New York: Viking, 1985), 28-9. 
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good melodrama in its imperialist sagas," such as The Lives 

of a Bengal Lancer and The Charge of the Light Brigade. In 

particular, the film capital, according to the critic, 

juxtaposed this image of the glory of British imperialism 

with one in which "every sheik, mollah, amir, princeling and 

khan is a treacherous, lecherous, bloodthirsty, cruel and 

cowardly mad dog who, like as not, is hand in glove with a 

crafty Russian. . . . " In summary, Nugent quite accurately 

captured the racial and cultural bases of Hollywood's 

Anglophilia. He concluded: 

England need have no fears for its empire so long 
as Hollywood insists upon being the Kipling of the 
Pacific. The film city's pious regard for the 
sacrosanct bearers of the white man's burden 
continues to be one of the most amusing 
manifestations of Hollywood's anglophilia. In its 
veneration of British colonial policy, in its 
respect for the omniscience and high moral 
purposes of His, or Her, Majesty's diplomatic 
representatives and in its adulation of the 
courage, the virtue and the manly beauty of 
English soldiery abroad, Hollywood yields to no 
one—not even to the British filmmakers 
themselves .̂ ^ 

The poetry of Rudyard Kipling, mentioned by the critic 

Nugent, directly inspired the Hollywood film Gunga Din. In 

the Radio-Keith-Orpheum (RKO) production, Gary Grant, 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Victor McLaglen starred as 

members of a lancer unit stationed in India. The three 

swashbuckling soldiers soon confronted the machinations of 

^ 9 1 'Frank S. Nugent, "Kiplings of the Pacific: 
Hollywood, In Its Imperialistic Sagas, Helps Bear the White 
Man's Burden," New York Times, 8 November 1936, sec. X, p. 
5. 
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the Tugee, a Hindu sect that actually existed in India from 

the twelfth until the early nineteenth century. Worshippers 

of the goddess of blood Kali the Thugs often strangled their 

victims, who, in the film, were British administrators. The 

opening scene of Gunga Din depicted the Thugs destroying the 

symbol and method of foreign domination, the telegraph, and 

waiting like vultures to feast on the carrion of the British 

Raj. Symbolic of this native threat to the empire, the 

camera showed a Thug pickaxe piercing the telegrapher's map 

in Tantrapur. As the Thugs' dominance spread from 

Tantrapur, Cutter (Grant), Ballantine (Fairbanks, Jr.), 

MacChesney (McLaglen), and a portion of the British army in 

India set out in pursuit. Led by their Guru, the Thugee 

captured Cutter, whom they used as bait to lure the 

remainder of the foreigners into their temple. After 

capturing Ballantine and MacChesney, the Guru reached the 

height of his power. Comparing himself to Hannibal, Caesar, 

and Napoleon, the Thug leader threatened to "roll on, from 

village to town, from town to mighty city, ever mounting, 

ever widening, until at last my wave engulfs all India."^° 

At the moment that the Guru seemed poised at the gates of 

London, Gunga Din, portrayed by Sam Jaffe, sounded a bugle 

from the top of the Thugee temple to warn the British army 

of its impending entrapment. Thus warned, the soldiers 

^"Gunga Din, directed by George Stevens, with Gary 
Grant, Victor McLaglen, and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Radio-
Keith-Orpheum, 1939. 
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routed the Thugs and convincingly ended this challenge to 

the Raj. Following this exhibition of British might, a 

fictional Kipling arrived to extol the virtues of the hero 

Gunga Din as the words of his poem scrolled over the 

scene. ̂' 

Although appearing only briefly in the film, Kipling 

and his prose, played key roles in Gunga Din's unique 

expression of Anglophilia.^^ New York Times' reviewer 

Nugent clearly recognized the "Kiplingesque," or Anglo-

Saxonist, racism of The Charge of the Light Brigade in 1936. 

By 1939, these qualities in RKO's Gunga Din were no less 

apparent to critic B.R. Crisler. In that year he noted that 

"Kipling's contribution to" Gunga Din was "more than just 

the title and the chief character," but "also a mood, an 

atmosphere, even. . .an 'inspiration.'"''^ 

And the poet's inspiration included a sense of racial 

patriarchy that undergirded the visual imperialism of the 

1930s no less than it had the physical imperialism of the 

^^Gunga Din; and Ben Hecht et al., "Gunga Din" 
(screenplay, Gunga Din Final Script File, George Stevens 
Collection, AMPAS,1939), 1, 5-12, 113-21, 130-34, 165, and 
174-75. 

^̂ The Kiplingesque views of race and imperialism 
permeated the film even though director George Stevens 
decided to add the superimposition of the poem "Gunga Din" 
over the final scene only at the last moment. Pandro Herman 
to Stevens, 5 August 1938, Gunga Din Production File, 
Stevens Collection, AMPAS. 

^'Nugent, "Kiplings of the Pacific," 5; and B.R. 
Crisler, "Poets and the Cinema," New York Times, 29 January 
1939, sec. IX, p. 5. 
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1890s. In Gunga Din, for example, the appearance of two 

kinds of Indians justified this Kiplingesque patriarchy. 

One non-white type in the George Stevens film was the 

treacherous native, a part satisfied by the character of the 

Thugee Guru. The other was role of the acquiescent native 

played by Gunga Din. The former represented the last in a 

line of perfidious native roles, a role noted by Nugent and 

already cliched by the characters Mohammed Khan and Surat 

Khan in earlier features. But, to the lily-white officers 

who provided such a stark contrast to the Guru, his threat 

to the Raj seemed less real and more imagined by a 

supposedly lesser race. When the Guru, for instance, 

tortured Cutter to obtain information about the movements of 

the British army, the latter disdainfully stated "See here, 

mate, I'm a soldier of Her Majesty the Queen. I don't 

grovel before any heathen."^" Cutter and his British 

colleagues had a much different, but no less powerful, 

relationship with the acquiescent Indian characters. Gunga 

Din was a servant to the Europeans, bringing them water and 

always addressing his superiors as "sahib. "''̂  In this 

manner Gunga Din, always smiling and servile, occupied a 

position on screen not unlike the characterization of the 

shuffling and deferential African-American so common in the 

era's pictures. Yet, Gunga Din's racial hierarchy proved 

'"Hecht et al., "Gunga Din," 120 and 158. 

'•Hecht et al., "Gunga Din," 38-39 and 56B 
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acceptable to American audiences. Film critic Ferguson, for 

example, acknowledged that Gunga Din was a "glorification" 

of the British empire.^^ 

But, for all their popular successes, Gunga Din and 

other imperial films were largely isolated from the 

contemporary European political scene. All of the film 

capital's productions, whether they fit into the cultural, 

imperial, or martial genres, were Anglophilic simply because 

of a cultural heritage with Great Britain. In 1937, 

however, films became politically conscious, although they 

had not yet reached the stage of outright propaganda. 

Pictures became politically conscious in wake of the Spanish 

Civil War, which opened in July 1936. A harbinger of World 

War II, the battle between loyalist forces and fascists 

under Francisco Franco engendered apprehension among the 

western democracies. Hoping to isolate the civil war in 

order to keep it from escalating into world war, the western 

democracies chose not to aid the loyalist forces against 

Franco's German- and Italian-supplied fascists.^^ But the 

civil war also awoke the public, and the motion picture 

industry, to the realities of fascism's spread and rising 

international tensions. 

^"Ferguson, Criticism, 246-47. 

^^Dallek, Roosevelt and American Foreign Policy, 126-
27, 131, and 135-36. For a full discussion of the United 
States' response to the Spanish Civil War see Richard P. 
Traina, American Diplomacy and the Spanish Civil War 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1968). 
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The first film shown in America that commented upon the 

Spanish Civil War was a British production, Alexander 

Korda's 193 7 film Fire Over England. The conflict, told 

metaphorically during the late-sixteenth century war between 

England and Spain, between appeasement or rearmament 

provided the central theme of the film. The film told the 

viewer that Spain's King Philip II, like the contemporary 

leaders Franco or Adolph Hitler, ruled "by force and fear." 

Only "the free people of a little island—England," 

according to the text, stood in the way of fascist 

"tyranny." However, the people of England remained divided 

over what course to take to challenge that tyranny. The 

Lord Treasurer advocated appeasing the Spanish because of 

the great disparity in power between that nation's navy and 

England's. The Treasurer, pointing to a globe, illustrated 

his point and stated "See, here lies England. But, half an 

island. Not 300 miles long. Not 200 miles broad. How small 

we are. How wretched and defenseless. Now turn to Spain 

. . . ."=»« But, the Treasurer advocated not permanent 

appeasement, but a temporary appeasement that provided 

England with the time necessary to build a fleet. 

^""Fire Over England, directed by William K. Howard, 
with Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh, Raymond Massey, and 
Flora Robson, United Artists, 1937; and James Wong Howe, 
"Fire Over England" (screenplay. Fire Over England File No. 
48, James Wong Howe Collection, AMPAS, 7 June 1936), 9 and 
56. 
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And that fleet defended not only England, but freedom 

as well, because, according to Fire Over England, the 

sixteenth century war, and by inference the Spanish Civil 

War, was a contest between tyranny and freedom. Perhaps the 

best example of this juxtaposition was the death of Sir 

Richard Ingolby, the father of the film's hero, Michael 

Ingolby, played by Laurence Olivier. Before his death at 

the hands of the Spanish Inquisition, Sir Richard told his 

son that the war was about "ideas." Later, Michael told 

Queen Elizabeth what Spain's tyrannical "ideas" were. In 

Spain, he said, "(t)o be a Jew, a Moor, a Protestant is to 

be stamped under foot. Spain is the prison of all 

freedom. "̂ ^ 

To fight this tyranny Michael counseled the queen to 

take action. He convinced Elizabeth to build quickly a 

fleet to match the Spanish Armada. Olivier's Michael went 

even further and directly enlisted in the cause by 

volunteering to counter Spanish Fifth Column activity. On 

the queen's orders, the hero went to Spain and played the 

role of Vane, a spy in Elizabeth's court who had supplied 

King Philip with information on Britain's military 

preparations. After supplying the Spanish king with false 

information about the state of the English fleet, Michael 

returned to England to counter the Armada's impending 

3 9 1 'Fire Over England; and Howe, "Fire Over England," 25, 
28, 45, 49-50, and 59. 
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attack. As the Armada began its attack, the queen, sounding 

much like Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill in June 1940, 

advised Michael and the remainder of her people that neither 

"Spain nor any Prince of Europe shall invade us! Pluck up 

your hearts: by your peace in camp and your valor in the 

field we shall shortly have a famous victory.""" 

Thus encouraged, Michael and his fellow Englishmen 

successfully defended the island and freedom against the 

invading Armada. After the battle, scenes of freedom-loving 

and victorious England flooded the screen. The door of St. 

Paul's Cathedral opened as its bells sounded. Elizabeth 

knighted the battle's heroes, while an entrepreneur opened 

shop, an English farmer ate his hearty meal in a freshly 

harvested field, and children frolicked."'^ These scenes 

and Elizabeth's "stump speeches about old England," were so 

obviously Anglophilic that they proved rather "tiresome" to 

critic Pare Lorentz."^ 

Although it largely preceded public opinion in the 

United States, Fire Over England, Anglophilic in perspective 

and tone, did parallel the unneutral American foreign 

policy. In 1937 Congress added the cash-and-carry 

^""Fire Over England; and Howe, "Fire Over England," 70, 
101, 103, and 111. 

"'Fire Over England; and Howe, "Fire Over England," 
112, 116, 118, 120, and 121. 

"""Pare Lorentz, Lorentz On Film: Movies 1927 to 1941 
(New York: Hopkinson and Blake, 1975), 140-41. 
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provisions to the neutrality law allowing trade with 

belligerents if they paid for goods in cash and transported 

them on their own vessels. Cash-and-carry represented a 

step towards intervention in U.S. foreign policy as it 

provided Britain, which controlled the Atlantic, with access 

to U.S. manufactures and materials in the event of war. And 

Roosevelt, always the Anglophile and internationalist, 

favored this unneutral approach because "it would both 

satisfy Congress and allow Britain to take advantage of its 

naval power in a war against Berlin or Rome." 

Roosevelt the internationalist took an even bolder step 

on 5 October 1937 with his "quarantine speech." The 

president made the speech in Chicago in part "to begin 

educating the public to the idea that the United States 

could not isolate itself entirely from external 

upheavals.""^ The interventionist address failed because it 

was simply too far in advance of public opinion. 

Nevertheless, the public, in its lukewarm reception of 

Roosevelt's quarantine, expressed dissatisfaction not with 

the broad and unneutral idea of quarantining Axis 

aggression, but with the possibility that this quarantine, 

whatever it might be, could lead the United States towards 

intervention. 

43l 'Dallek, Roosevelt and American Foreign Policy, 137, 
140, and 147-152; and Robert A. Divine, The Illusion of 
Neutrality (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), 
211-14, 221, 228, and 334. 
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The motion picture industry, following but at the same 

time reinforcing public opinion, clearly expressed its 

support for an unneutral but non-interventionist foreign 

policy in The Dawn Patrol. Produced during the 

Czechoslovakian crisis and the subsequent Munich conference, 

the Warner Bros, film quite accurately reflected its 

historical context. On 29 September 1938, European leaders 

met in Munich to settle the question of Hitler's claims to 

the Sudetenland. Once there, British Prime Minister Neville 

Chamberlain, hoping to appease German expansion and thereby 

avoid war, allowed Hitler to occupy the Sudetenland. 

Although President Roosevelt, far removed from European 

tensions, initially favored a stronger stance against 

Hitler. But by Munich he supported Chamberlain's policy, as 

did the American public. Historian Robert Divine has 

concluded the "Munich Conference marked the high tide of 

American isolationism in the 1930s.""" 

Warner Bros, produced The Dawn Patrol specifically to 

take advantage of contemporary events such as Munich. 

Executive producer Hal B. Wallis wrote Jack Warner in April 

of 1938 to remake a 1930 version of the film. First, Wallis 

felt that by simply using some shots from the earlier 

version and remaking a few others, a new picture could be 

""Dallek, Roosevelt and American Foreign Policy, 156-
58, 162-66, and 171; Robert A. Divine, The Reluctant 
Belligerent: American Entry into World War II, America in 
Crisis Series, ed. Robert A. Divine (New York: John Wiley 
and Sons, 1965), 55. 
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made "for a quarter." But, in addition to the economics, 

Wallis also recognized that there was a market for a war 

picture. To Warner, Wallis wrote that "we could knock out a 

very great picture in a very short time, and one that I 

think would bring us a fortune now when the whole world is 

talking and thinking war and re-armament.""^ At Wallis' 

suggestion the Warners remade the 1930 version of The Dawn 

Patrol to capitalize, but also to reflect, upon the 

contemporary situation in Europe and America. 

The film did accurately reflect the lingering 

isolationist sentiment among Americans. Starring Flynn as 

Courtney, David Niven as Scott, and Basil Rathbone as Brand, 

the story focused upon a unit of the Royal Air Force warring 

on the Western Front during World War I. Flynn, Niven, and 

the remainder of the patrol regularly went out on morning 

missions to perform reconnaissance work or drop bombs behind 

enemy lines. Each time that the patrol sortied several 

aviators did not return. The unit commander, first Brand 

and then Courtney, waited like expectant fathers for their 

flyers to return. Inevitably, at least one did not return, 

leading Brand to exclaim that the war was "a slaughter

house—that's what it is. And I'm the butcher!" Brand's 

expression of pacifism, upon which American isolationism was 

in part based, appeared elsewhere in the film. To replace 

""Inter-Office Communication, Wallis to Warner, 30 
April 1938, Dawn Patrol Story File, WBA, USC; and cited in 
Behlmer, Inside Warner Bros., 73. 
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the downed aviators, ever younger recruits, some with only a 

few weeks training, arrived in camp. One of these recruits 

was Scott's younger brother, whom the dutiful Courtney sent 

on an unsuccessful mission."*" Scenes such as this led 

critics to note the pacifistic theme of the film. Perhaps 

more importantly, individual viewers recognized this message 

as well. One enthusiastic viewer, for example, Mary Jane 

Fulton of Syracuse, New York, wrote Warner Bros, to express 

her belief that the anti-war film "would make every one work 

harder to keep peace.""" 

Yet, although the related themes of pacifism and 

isolationism permeated the film. The Dawn Patrol represented 

something quite different as well. The film was the rebirth 

of the war film, a subject which had not been broached since 

the first third of the 1930s. The final scene particularly 

left the viewer with a heroic image of war. In that scene, 

Courtney, not wanting to subject Scott to the sure death of 

an impossible dawn attack, took his place in the mission. 

In this action-filled climax, Courtney performed aerial 

feats, such as combating German planes and bombing an all-

'^-The Dawn Patrol, directed by Edmund Goulding, with 
Errol Flynn, David Niven, Basil Rathbone, and Donald Crisp, 
Warner Bros. Pictures, 1938; and Seton I. Miller and Dan 
Totheroh, "Dawn Patrol" (screenplay. Dawn Patrol Story File, 
WBA, USC, 1938), 6-9, 33-37, 44, 67-69, 97, and 124-26. 

""Fulton to Walter MacEwen, 31 December 1938, Dawn 
Patrol Story File, WBA, USC; Nugent, "Chips Off the Yule 
Log," New York Times, 2 5 December 1938, sec. IX, p. 7; "War 
Again in Hollywood: 'Dawn Patrol' Remake Follows Chronicle 
of Sub Patrol," Newsweek, 12 December 1938, 25. 
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important ammunition cache, before his final triumphant 

return to camp. This and other scenes in the Warner Bros, 

production revived the war genre so well that reviewer John 

Alden received it as a piece of pro-war propaganda. Alden 

wrote that although there was in the picture an effort to 

include anti-war sentiment, when the viewer left "the 

theater, you aren't remembering those sidelights. You're 

remembering only the heroic deeds of the fliers who died 

helping to kill off the Germans.""® Apparently viewing the 

film in the same way as Alden had, censor boards in New 

Zealand, the Balkans, Egypt, France, and Hungary rejected 

The Dawn Patrol due to its depiction of war."^ 

Just as The Dawn Patrol marked a transition away from 

isolation in Hollywood's productions, the film also 

foreshadowed the Anglophilic propaganda, that one year later 

began characterizing some features. The new war film was 

told from the British perspective, a perspective quite 

unlike that of All Quiet on the Western Front, one of the 

last major war films to be produced in 1930. Contrary to 

the latter picture, which portrayed the Great War from the 

German perspective. The Dawn Patrol told the story of a RAF 

unit in that same conflagration. This Anglo perspective 

''"The Dawn Patrol; and John Alden, "'Dawn Patrol' 
Brings Thrills To Orpheum," The Minneapolis Tribune, 5 
January 1939, p. 7, Dawn Patrol Clipping File, WBA, USC. 

"^Joseph I. Breen to Warner Bros., 9 December 1940; 17 
September 1940; 31 October 1939; 2 November 1939; and 8 June 
1939, Dawn Patrol File, MPAA-PCA Collection, AMPAS. 
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also colored the characterization of Germans. Although the 

film, in the spirit of Munich, briefly hinted at an Anglo-

German rapprochement, Courtney, Scott, and others 

consistently referred to their enemies as "Jerries," "Huns," 

and "Heinies."^" In its analysis of the film, the 

Production Code Administration (PCA), an agency within Will 

Hays' Motion Picture Association of America created to 

monitor the moral output of Hollywood, noted these 

references to Germans and also recognized that, in contrast, 

all of the prominent Anglo characters received a 

"sympathetic" portrayal.^^ In publicizing the film, Warner 

Bros., within the context of the war scare before Munich, 

keyed upon the sympathetic portrayal of Britain already 

identified by the PCA. Studio publicists emphasized the 

production's all-British cast. That cast included Flynn, 

who, although he held British citizenship at the time was 

actually born in Ireland and raised in Australia, chose to 

perform in Anglophilic pictures such as Captain Blood or The 

Dawn Patrol because of sentimental reasons, the publicity 

department claimed."^ 

''"The Dawn Patrol; and Miller and Totheroh, "Dawn 
Patrol," 48-55 and 58-64. 

'Analysis Chart, by F. Stinnette, 6 October 1938, Dawn 
Patrol File, MPAA-PCA Collection, AMPAS, 

'•'"Warner Bros.' Campaign Plan," 1938, Dawn Patrol 
Publicity File, WBA, USC. 
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The publicists' emphasis upon the work of English 

artists and the film's British perspective helped to produce 

an overwhelming reception for the Warner production in 

England. For weeks The Dawn Patrol played to capacity 

audiences at London's Warner Theatre. Demand for the film 

was so great that the theater raised ticket prices. A 

majority of London critics warmly embraced the film as a 

quality action film that merged with contemporary events. 

Reviewer C.A. LeJeune, however, noted what was perhaps the 

most important factor, the close Anglo-American cultural 

ties that produced such a pro-British film. LeJeune, 

writing in The Observer (London), liked the film precisely 

because it was "a Hollywood picture about English people 

that is as English as a Sussex morning."^^ 

By early 1939 American films were "as English as a 

Sussex morning" because of longstanding and inextricable 

cultural ties with Great Britain. Hollywood films reflected 

and strengthened those ties. Hollywood, parallelling U.S. 

foreign policy, expressed its support for Britain in The 

Dawn Patrol when it acknowledged rising international 

tensions in 1938. Yet that expression was still a subtle 

one. Hollywood remained unwilling to overtly enlist in 

behalf of the Allies. Several developments, including, most 

"^LeJeune, "'The Dawn Patrol'-And A Tail-Piece," The 
Observer (London), 19 February 1939, p. 12, Dawn Patrol 
Clipping File; Max Milder to S.E. Morris, 20 February 1939, 
Dawn Patrol Publicity File; Telegram, Reg Whitley to Jack 
Warner, 16 February 1939, Dawn Patrol Story File, WBA, USC. 
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importantly, the outbreak of European war, had to take place 

before the motion picture industry, always sensitive to the 

marketplace, enlisted its propagandistic power in behalf of 

Britain. The cultural affinity for Britain, expressed most 

fully in The Dawn Patrol, became propagandistic Anglophilia 

only after September of 1939 when those developments 

occurred. 



CHAPTER III 

HOLLYWOOD ENLISTS: WHY FILMS BECAME 

PROPAGANDA BY 1939 

Before Hollywood's preexisting affinity for Britain 

blossomed into pro-British propaganda by 1939 several 

developments had to occur. The film capital enlisted in 

behalf of Britain and President Franklin D. Roosevelt's 

foreign policies for a variety of pragmatic reasons. First, 

British cultural propaganda made the American public even 

more receptive to Anglophilic images. This British 

propaganda, by 1939, even made its way directly to Hollywood 

where such people as Alexander Korda began producing pro-

British films for American consumption. Not only did Anglos 

in the movie capital create a climate in which films 

friendly to England could be produced, but a host of 

powerful studio executives were willing to authorize the 

production of those films. 

Motivated by religion and a hatred for Nazi Germany 

these executives produced Anglophilic films in order to help 

stem the tide of Nazi expansion. But, executives were not 

willing to distribute pro-British films merely for 

sentimental reasons. They were businessmen who produced 

propaganda only if it was profitable both at home and 

abroad. These executives held a monopoly over the 

production and distribution of motion pictures in the United 

51 
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States. When independent production firms and theaters, 

left out of this profitable monopoly, requested relief from 

the Justice Department under anti-trust law, Roosevelt, 

seeking public support for his foreign policy of aid to the 

Allies, intervened on behalf of the major studios and thus 

enlisted them on behalf of his foreign and domestic 

programs. 

British diplomats took much earlier steps to foster 

public support for Anglo-American cooperation.^ Before 

entering into war with Germany in September 1939, the 

British had looked toward the United States as a potential 

ally. To warm relations that had cooled because of World 

War I debt disputes and to encourage the United States to 

emerge from its isolationist shell, Anglo diplomats such as 

Ronald Lindsay and Anthony Eden courted America. Eden, 

foreign secretary, recognized early the tense situation in 

Europe. As a result, in March 1937, he wrote that "(t)he 

crucial importance of retaining the goodwill of the United 

States Government and public opinion. . .is a matter which 

is keenly engaging my attention."^ He instructed Lindsay, 

^For a full discussion of British propaganda efforts 
directed towards the United States before World War II see 
Nicholas John Cull, Selling War: The British Propaganda 
Campaign Against American "Neutrality" in World War II (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1995). 

""Telegram, Anthony Eden to Sir Ronald Lindsay, 10 March 
1937, FO 371, vol. 20651, no. 91, cited in Thomas E. Hachey, 
ed. "Winning Friends and Influencing Policy: British 
Strategy to Woo America in 1937," Wisconsin Magazine of 
History 55, no. 2 (1971-72): 120. 
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British ambassador to the U.S. since 1930, to prepare a 

report on how to best insure the desired American 

benevolence. 

Lindsay replied by noting the critical role that public 

opinion played in the formation of American foreign policy. 

Commenting upon American isolationism, Lindsay maintained 

that "in major questions of foreign policy, America always 

moves very slowly; for it is an axiom of American political 

leaders not to take any decided step of importance until 

every part of the country is more or less in line."^ To 

insure official American goodwill, Lindsay encouraged the 

British government to court the American public. Instead of 

blatant propaganda, the ambassador advocated the use of more 

subtle forms of psychological manipulation through cultural 

tools, such as broadcasts, plays, and films. Americans, 

Lindsay concluded, could "be worked on through their 

emotions."" Although the influence of Lindsay's report 

remains in question, since Eden resigned as foreign 

secretary less than a year later in protest of Prime 

Minister Neville Chamberlain's policy of appeasement, the 

recommendation of a Britain psychological offensive in 

America was followed.^ 

'Dispatch, Lindsay to Eden, 22 March 1937, FO 371, vol 
20651, no. 247, cited in Hachey, "Winning Friends and 
Influencing Policy," 122-23, 126, and 129. 

"Ibid. 

•'Hachey, "Winning Friends and Influencing Policy," 122 
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British officials, as during World War I, were already 

working on American opinion.^ Between the world wars 

Britain sanctioned official but often informal propaganda, 

which was politely termed "publicity" by Anglo bureaucrats. 

These officials, having learned a lesson from the often 

counterproductive propaganda of the Great War, practiced 

defensive publicity which emphasized accuracy, subtlety, and 

pro-British, rather than anti-foreign, themes. This 

publicity also sought to counter the very real perception 

that the United Kingdom wallowed in a state of decline after 

the war. To meet these publicity goals, the Foreign Office 

in 1934 established the British Council as the chief vehicle 

of official publicity. Other offices, however, such as the 

Foreign Office's News Department, the Empire Marketing 

Board, and the Travel Association, worked towards similar 

ends during the inter-war years." 

One medium of publicity used by Anglo bureaucrats to 

court the American public was film. In his dispatch to 

Eden, Lindsay specifically mentioned the positive effect 

that the movie version of Noel Coward's play. Cavalcade, had 

For a discussion of British propaganda during World 
War I see Horace C. Peterson, Propaganda for War: The 
Campaign Against American Neutrality, 1914-17 (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1939). 

Philip M. Taylor, The Projection of Britain: British 
Overseas Publicity and Propaganda, 1919-1939 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981), 1-7, 125-26, 216-17, and 
293-99. 
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on American sympathies for the United Kingdom." Lindsay 

was not the first Englishman to advocate film as a cultural 

tool. Sir Stephen Tallents, the first secretary of the 

Empire Marketing Board and later an official within the 

British Broadcasting Corporation, did so as early as 1932. 

Tallents, hoping to counteract the notion that Britain was 

in decline, penned a pamphlet entitled The Projection of 

England in which he argued that it was essential "to throw a 

fitting presentation of England upon the world's screen." 

Tallents' ideal of "a fitting presentation" included films 

that glorified British success, particularly in the imperial 

arena.^ 

Filmmaker Alexander Korda provided Americans with just 

such a "fitting presentation." Born in Hungary, Korda, both 

a producer and a director, became a British subject in 1936 

and was knighted in 1942. He led the effort among British 

filmmakers to champion Albion.'" Korda's 193 3 production 

of The Private Lives of Henry VIII provided the American 

public with a rather humorous, and well-received, portrait 

of monarchy from the English perspective. The next year The 

Scarlet Pimpernel brought an image of a moralistic 

"Dispatch, Lindsay to Eden, 22 March 1937, cited in 
Hachey, "Winning Friends and Influencing Policy," 122-23 and 
126. 

'̂John M. MacKenzie, Propaganda and Empire: The 
Manipulation of British Public Opinion, 1880-1960 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1984), 83-84. 

'"MacKenzie, Propaganda and Empire, 89. 
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Englishman to North American screens as Leslie Howard's Sir 

Percy Blakeney rescued would-be victims from the Terror 

which followed the French Revolution. One of the last major 

films produced by Korda in England before the onset of World 

War II, Fire Over England, spurred by the Spanish Civil War, 

exchanged the setting of eighteenth century France for 

sixteenth century Spain. Equating Spain's King Philip II 

with the rising fascist leader Francisco Franco, the 1937 

film portrayed Spanish espionage and the construction of its 

Armada. '̂  

Korda had the support of British officials in his 

attempts to make patriotic films. A member of the 

Conservative Party Film Association, Korda employed Winston 

S. Churchill as a script writer. In 1937 Chancellor of the 

Exchequer Churchill worked as a historical advisor on 

Korda's film Lawrence of Arabia.'^^ 

^''The Private Life of Henry VIII, directed by Alexander 
Korda, with Charles Laughton, Robert Donat, and Franklin 
Dyald, London Film Productions, 193 3; The Scarlet Pimpernel, 
directed by Harold Young, with Leslie Howard, Merle Oberon, 
Raymond Massey, and Nigel Bruce, London Film Productions, 
1934; and Fire Over England, directed by William K. Howard, 
with Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh, Flora Robson, and 
Raymond Massey, London Film Productions, 1937. 

12, 'MacKenzie, Propaganda and Empire, 89; and Churchill to 
David B. Cunynghame, 22 October 1937; Lord Winterton to 
Churchill, 27 October 1937; and Churchill to Cunynghame, 3 
November 1937, cited in Gilbert Martin, ed., Winston S. 
Churchill (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1983), 810-11, 817-19, 
and 823-26. 
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As a result of this relationship, in 1939 at the 

request of the British government Korda relocated to 

Hollywood to produce films that projected a favorable image 

of Britain to the world and, particularly, to the United 

States. This arrangement had two advantages. First, 

official Britain assured herself of maintaining a wellspring 

of favorable publicity safe from invading armies. Second, 

this celluloid fount of publicity "would not emanate from 

official sources" and would have no overt affiliations with 

the state.^^ By sending Korda on his public relations 

mission, Britain followed the course of subtle courtship 

charted two years earlier by Ambassador Lindsay. 

For Korda, this course led to Hollywood. Once there, 

he became part of what in 1941 Gerald P. Nye, isolationist 

Senator from South Dakota, derisively termed the British 

Army of Occupation. In that year the senator headed a 

congressional investigation into what Nye, Senator Burton K. 

Wheeler, and others viewed as the film industry's production 

of interventionist propaganda. One of the many films that 

directly spurred that investigation was Korda's 1941 

production of That Hamilton Woman starring Vivien Leigh and 

Olivier. Nye claimed that this film was one example of 

''Michael Korda, Charmed Lives: A Family Romance (New 
York: Random House, 1979), 138-39. 
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Britain's attempts to drag the U.S. into war through 

propaganda.'" 

Just as Korda's earlier work Fire Over England 

chronicled a defining event in English history, the defeat 

of the Spanish Armada, That Hamilton Woman depicted another 

national triumph. Lord Nelson's naval victories over the 

French fleet during the Napoleonic Wars. In this cinematic 

adaptation, Olivier's Nelson provided the viewer, much to 

the chagrin of isolationists such as Nye, with a series of 

didactics on the need to meet "madmen," or "dictators" with 

force.'^ In response to That Hamilton Woman, the United 

States Senate summoned Korda to testify before that body, a 

request that went unfulfilled due to the interruption of 

Pearl Harbor.^^ 

But, Korda was not the only member of Hollywood's 

British Army of Occupation. English actors, actresses, 

directors, and executives, such as Olivier, Leigh, Howard, 

Ronald Coleman, Cedric Hardwicke, Merle Oberon, Basil 

Rathbone, Alfred Hitchcock, C. Aubrey Smith, David Niven, 

Donald Crisp, and Radio-Keith-Orpheum (RKO) executive Lord 

'"Gerald P. Nye, "War Propaganda," Vital Speeches, 
December 1937, 720-23. 

'"That Hamilton Woman, directed by Alexander Korda, 
with Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh, Alan Mowbrey, and Sara 
Allgood, Alexander Korda Productions, 1941. 

'"Korda, Charmed Lives, 154-55. 
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Lothian, "held a commanding place in Hollywood."^" 

Although residing far from the raging European war, these 

artists attempted to perform some kind of useful service for 

their motherland. One kind of service centered around the 

staging, under the auspices of the Hollywood-based 

organizations Bundles for Britain or the British War Relief 

Association of Southern California, of Allied war relief 

benefits. At one such benefit Korda presented his film 

Thief of Baghdad to raise Allied relief funds.'̂ " It 

remains highly unlikely that the presence of this "army" in 

Hollywood had any effect on the production of pro-British 

features by the film industry, especially at a time when the 

studio system relegated artists to the status of well-paid 

entertainment proletarians. The efforts of these Anglos, 

however, suggest that the issue of Britain's fight against 

fascism in the European war was a lively one in the movie 

capital. 

More important, the studio executives who controlled 

film production embraced this issue. Lord Lothian and 

^"Harold Lavine and James Wechsler, War Propaganda and 
the United States (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1940), 
2 30-31; and Richard W. Steele, Propaganda in an Open 
Society: The Roosevelt Administration and the Media, 1933-
1941, Contributions in American History, ed. Jon L. Wakelyn, 
no. Ill (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1985), 165. 

181 'Lavine and Wechsler, War Propaganda, 230-31; and John 
Self ridge, "Hollywood Crown Colony," ScriJbner's, January 
1941, 45-49, Core Collection, British—Actors and Actresses 
File, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (hereafter 
cited as AMPAS). 
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George J. Schaefer, president of RKO, went as far in 1939 as 

to propose to finance a film, created entirely by British 

and French artists, that would benefit the war relief 

agencies in those countries.'^ Further, many of the most 

influential executives in the Hollywood of the 1930s were 

Jewish and, sensitive to the rise of racist Naziism, 

inclined to present anti-Nazi and pro-Allied images to 

American viewers by 1939. These Semitic executives included 

independent producer Samuel Goldwyn, Adolph Zukor of 

Paramount, Carl Laemmle of Universal, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's 

(MGM) Louis B. Mayer, David O. Selznick, and the Warner 

brothers. Leaders of the most political studio of the age, 

Harry and Jack Warner were the sons of Polish Jews who had 

earlier fled their homeland to escape the persecution of 

anti-Semitic pogroms. Their heritage and religion led the 

brothers to play a militant role in anti-Nazi politics of 

the 1930s through such organizations as the Hollywood Anti-

Nazi League.""' 

'^Lavine and Wechsler, War Propaganda, 231-32. 

^"Bernard F. Dick, The Star-Spang led Screen: The 
American World War II Film (Lexington: The University Press 
of Kentucky, 1985), 55-56; Clayton R. Koppes and Gregory D. 
Black, Hollywood Goes To War: How Politics, Profits, and 
Propaganda Shaped World War II Movies (New York: The Free 
Press, 1987), 4-5 and 8; and Steele, Propaganda in an Open 
Society, 154. For a full discussion of the Warners' anti-
Nazi activities see Christine Anne Colgan, "Warner Brothers' 
Crusade Against the Third Reich: A Study of Anti-Nazi 
Activism and Film Production, 1933 to 1941" (Ph.D. diss., 
University of Southern California, 1985). 
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The Warners naturally drifted into pro-British 

political activities as that nation stood against Nazi 

expansion by 1939. In December 1940, Harry Warner donated 

twenty-two ambulances to the British Red Cross. In 1941, 

the brothers, members of the pro-Allied and interventionist 

Fight for Freedom organization, announced that proceeds from 

London Can Take It, a short which chronicled that city's 

heroic endurance of Nazi air attacks, would be donated to 

the British Spitfire Fund for the purchase of American-made 

aircraft.^' By September of that year, after his studio 

had produced such Anglophilic films as The Sea Hawk, Harry 

Warner openly declared his support for England during 

questioning by Nye's Senate subcommittee investigating film 

propaganda. ̂^ 

For the most part, Warner executives resisted 

presenting diplomatically charged messages on America's 

screens until those messages became marketable. The issue 

of marketability, always important in the motion picture 

industry, proved particularly critical during the Great 

Depression, according to executive producer Hal B. Wallis. 

Faced with less income, many Americans became more frugal 

with their entertainment dollars. In response, Hollywood 

"""22 Ambulances Donated," New York Times, 14 December 
1940, sec. I, p. 4; and "Movie To Buy Spitfires," New York 
Times, 11 February 1941, sec. I, p. 27. 

-'2l 'Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes to War, 43-44; and 
"Warner Bros.," Fortune, December 1937, 208 and 212. 
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studios increasingly turned towards the production of action 

or adventure films, which Wallis felt consistently drew 

large audiences. 

Just as Warner Bros, began to focus on this genre 

during the Roosevelt recession of 1937-38, events in Europe 

coincidentally provided them with tempting topics for the 

screen. Douglas Churchill, film critic for the New York 

Times, noted that the studios' new emphasis on 

action/adventure films was good business at a time when the 

public was daily immersed in European tension. In 1939 

Churchill wrote that "the knowledge of menaces is thoroughly 

implanted in the minds of the customer^; they are aware of 

the onslaught being made on American philosophy and will 

relish stories treating this condition in militant 

fashion."^^ Warner Bros, did just that. In 1938 alone, 

the studio began production on such films that combined 

adventure with contemporary events as the anti-Nazi Juarez, 

the pro-British The Adventures of Robin Hood, and The Dawn 

Patrol, a revival of the war picture told from the Anglo 

perspective.^" In fact. Jack Warner ordered that Juarez, a 

western that metaphorically commented upon the Spanish Civil 

'^Douglas Churchill, "Hollywood Pledges Allegiance To 
America," New York Times, 15 January 1939, sec. IX, p. 5. 

''"Churchill, "Hollywood Pledges Allegiance," 5; Bosley 
Crowther, "Mr. Wallis Drops a Few Good Hints," New York 
Times, 22 May 1938, sec. XI, p. 3; and Steele, Propaganda in 
an Open Society, 153. 
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War, "must consist of phrases from today's newspapers; every 

child must be able to realize that Napoleon and his Mexican 

intervention, is none other than Mussolini plus Hitler in 

their Spanish adventure. "̂ ^ 

Once the industry produced diplomatically charged 

pictures, the films became almost self-perpetuating within 

the studio system. The depression harshened this system, 

which came to fruition in the twenties as a rational attempt 

to reduce the production costs of motion pictures. 

Standardization of product represented one attempt by the 

studios to cut production costs within the studio system. 

By recycling "similar formula elements," such as 

photography, plots, events, and characters, which had been 

used in previously made films, studios saved production 

costs and time. This standardization had the unintended 

effect of producing "formula pictures" with repetitive 

elements and themes. In the case of movies with British 

themes, for example, once a picture, such as Captain Blood 

appeared, later films, in this case The Adventures of Robin 

Hood and The Sea Hawk, included similar scenes, photography, 

or even dialogue.'"'' Once a studio produced a particular 

"""Paul Vanderwood, ed., Juarez, Wisconsin/Warner 
Brothers Screenplay Series, ed. Tino Balio (Madison: 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1979), 19-20, cited in 
Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, 153. 

-"'Rudy Behlmer, ed. , Inside Warner Bros. (1935-1951) 
(New York: Viking, 1985), xiii; and Nick Roddick, A New 
Deal in Entertainment: Warner Brothers in the 1930s 
(London: British Film Institution, 1983), 243 and 246. 
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kind of picture it became economically advantageous to film 

similar productions. This very process resulted in the 

production of a series of pictures that championed British 

imperialism from 1935 to 1939. The studios, recognizing the 

popularity of this genre after Paramount's The Lives of a 

Bengal Lancer, utilized similar themes and scenes in the 

following pictures The Charge of the Light Brigade, and 

Gunga Din."'' 

Even as public proclivities and the studio system 

generated Anglophilic films, market forces initially halted 

this move towards political expression. For most films 

during the thirties, domestic receipts usually roughly 

equalled production costs. Thus, the foreign market and, in 

particular, the European market provided a critical margin 

of profit for American feature films. Initially the studios 

resisted producing either anti-fascist or pro-Allied 

pictures that might alienate viewers in Germany or Italy. 

Finally, Nazi officials relieved the studios' dilemma when, 

on 17 August 1940, they banned American films from German-

controlled areas due to the supposed influence of Jewish 

producers and performers upon those pictures. When Italy 

followed suit, the English market, which had been about 

equal in importance to the German market to Hollywood 

producers, suddenly became the most important source of 

27-Inter-Office Communication, Wallis to Sam Bischoff, 8 
January 1936, cited in Behlmer, Inside Warner Bros., 28-29. 
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foreign revenue. With one of the last deterrents to 

Hollywood thus relieved, there was "a significant shift in 

. . .subjects" as the film capital began to produce more 

works supportive of England, its institutions, and its 

foreign policy. With economic incentive added, Hollywood, 

which already held an affinity for Britain, "took its gloves 

off" in the fight for England and against Nazi Germany.^" 

As the European market for films changed, so too did 

the prohibitions of the industry's Production Code 

Administration (PCA) against films dealing with foreign 

countries. Industry leaders had created the PCA, headed by 

Joseph I. Breen and under the aegis of Will Hays' Motion 

Picture Association of America, more than a decade earlier 

as a response to a popular reaction against supposedly 

immoral films that depicted sex or drinking, for example. 

The PCA ostensibly served as a monitor of the film world, 

checking each of its productions for moral content. 

^"Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To War, 21-22 and 
34; and Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, 154-55 and 
162. The growing flood of American pictures into England 
created some friction. As early as 1935 the English film 
industry lobbied Parliament to place an import guota on 
American films. Representatives of the English film 
industry claimed that a quota was necessary to prevent 
American pictures from pushing domestic producers out of 
their own market. Parliament remained lukewarm on the issue 
throughout the thirties. See Bruce Allan, "British 
Producers and Critics Blame America for Low Profits," Motion 
Picture Herald, 30 January 1937, 59; and Allan, "British 
Minister Discredits Talk of American Control of Industry," 
Motion Picture Herald, 6 March 1937, Core Collection, United 
Kingdom—Anglo-American Relations File, AMPAS. 
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The PCA, however, also served economic purposes. 

Through its censorship activities, the agency insured a 

potentially large audience for each picture.^^ But, the 

PCA also acted as a clearinghouse to facilitate the 

distribution and trade of motion pictures. Breen's agency, 

created and funded by the studios, became familiar with the 

requirements of censor boards both across America and in 

foreign countries. Foreign censors, for example, often 

rejected American films if they portrayed their home 

country, people, or customs in an unfavorable light. A 

rejection of this kind reduced the market for a film. To 

lessen the possibility of rejection, the PCA, upon 

completion of each film, reported in writing to the 

responsible studio any aspects of the production that any 

individual censor board might balk at. The studio then had 

the opportunity to alter offensive aspects of the film 

before its release. In this way the PCA, ostensible moral 

guardian, quickened the pace of film distribution and 

insured both domestic and foreign markets for Hollywood 

films. Until 1939, Breen's superior Hays resisted any 

attempts by the studios to deal unfavorably with any foreign 

nation in their films.^" 

-""Gregory D. Black, Hollywood Censored: Morality 
Codes, Catholics, and the Movies, Cambridge Studies in the 
History of Mass Communications, ed. Kenneth Short and Garth 
jowett (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 299-
300. 

'"Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To War, 20-21. 
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With the elimination of the need to placate the German 

market the following year, however. Hays, Breen, and the PCA 

softened their stance against propaganda. Naziphobic or 

Anglophilic propaganda, once limited by the marketplace and 

censorship, became good business and, therefore, acceptable 

by early 1940. By July of that year, in fact. Hays took the 

lead in establishing the Motion Picture Committee 

Cooperating for National Defense, an agency designed to 

promote cooperation between the film industry and the 

government in the production of propagandistic pictures.^' 

Hays' committee was not the only link between the 

industry and the government, however. Senator Nye, although 

motivated in part by politics, argued during the Senate 

subcommittee investigations in 1941 that the close 

relationship between the Roosevelt administration and the 

motion picture industry was one contributing factor towards 

the growth of film propaganda.^^ One link between the 

administration and the industry was provided by the 

president's son, James Roosevelt, who served as president of 

Globe productions during this period and even travelled to 

"Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To War, 20-21 and 
27-30; and Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, 152-53 and 
158. 

321 'Nye, "War Propaganda," 721-22. Nye also cited the 
importance of the British Market, the influence of British 
subjects in Hollywood, and the monopoly of the major studios 
as contributors to film propaganda. 
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England in 1939 on behalf of Samuel Goldwyn to promote the 

film Wuthering Heights.'''' 

But the factor that linked the industry and the 

administration most closely was the monopoly held by the 

major studios. Five major studios—Paramount, MGM, RKO, 

Warner Bros., and Twentieth-Century Fox—dominated the 

motion picture industry. Vertically integrated, these 

monopolistic studios controlled all aspects of the 

production and distribution of motion pictures. The studios 

even owned their own theaters and, therefore, controlled the 

images which viewers saw on American screens. In July 1938 

the Justice Department, at the behest of the few remaining 

independent producers and theater owners, charged the major 

studios with violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act. 

Coupled with the economic downturn of the Roosevelt 

recession and the competition of radio, major studio 

executives feared the potential dismantling of their 

monopoly. The industry lobbied both the White House and 

Harry Hopkins, then head of the Commerce Department, for 

relief. 

Pressured by Hopkins, the Department of Justice and the 

studios reached an agreement in November 1940 that averted 

the dismantling of the latter's monopoly. This compromise 

resulted from an industry pledge to serve the Roosevelt 

""James Roosevelt To Sail," Nev̂  York Times, 28 March 
1939, sec. I, p. 20; and Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To 
War, 33-34. 
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administration's propaganda needs in exchange for temporary 

exemption from anti-trust litigation.^" These negotiations 

inspired the historians Charles and Mary Beard to write that 

"for all practical purposes, the picture industry has become 

a servant of the Roosevelt administration in respect of 

foreign, naval, and military designs."^^ 

The Beards' suspicions of cooperation between the 

government and the industry appeared well-founded by 1941. 

In February of that year Roosevelt publicly thanked the 

industry for its cooperation in America's rearmament efforts 

in a message read at the Academy Awards banquet.^^ In 

March, Lowell Mellett, head of the administration's 

publicity arm, the Office of Government Reports (OGR), wrote 

to the president that in its production of propagandistic 

films the picture industry was "pretty well living up to its 

offers of cooperation." Mellett ascribed this cooperation 

to the industry's fear of Justice Department litigation. 37 

34i 'Philip Dunne, "Propaganda or History?," The Nation, 
20 September 1941, 241; Dick, The Star-Spangled Screen, 89; 
and Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, 155-57. 

^^Charles and Mary Beard, America in Midpassage, vol. 3 
of The Rise of American Civilization (New York: Macmillan, 
1939), 596-600, guoted in Steele, Propaganda in an Open 
Society, 151. 

'̂'Samuel I. Rosenman, ed.. The Call to Battle Stations, 
vol. X of The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt (New York: Russell and Russell, 1969), 40-42, 
cited in Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To War, 36. 

^"Memorandum, Mellett for Roosevelt, 17 March 1941, 
1941 Folder, Mellett Papers, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, 
quoted in Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, 163-64. By 
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This cooperative relationship between the Roosevelt 

administration and Hollywood was typical of the relations 

the president fostered with other mass mediums. To engender 

support for his domestic and foreign policies, Roosevelt, as 

he did with movies, encouraged informational propaganda 

through the voluntary cooperation of privately owned media. 

This informal and voluntary system had for Roosevelt the 

dual advantages of shaping public opinion and yet allowing 

his administration to avoid criticism. The president's 

publicity policies represented an improvement upon the 

blatant propaganda practiced during World War I by the Creel 

Committee during Woodrow Wilson's presidency. Reared in the 

Progressive environment that produced that committee, 

Roosevelt nevertheless recognized the dangers of official 

propaganda during peacetime. As a result of this knowledge, 

fear of parallelling Nazi propaganda efforts, and the 

relative success of the voluntary approach, Roosevelt never 

created a centralized publicity agency before the creation 

of the Office of War Information in 1942 although several 

smaller offices, such as Mellett's OGR, existed.^« 

June of 1942 what had begun as an unofficial and voluntary 
partnership between the state and the studios blossomed into 
an official one during wartime with the creation of the 
Office of War Information. 

^"Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To War, 48-56; and 
Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, ix-x, 75-77, 84-95, 
and 168. 
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Although Roosevelt resisted the temptation to 

incorporate motion pictures into a comprehensive propaganda 

campaign, his benevolence created an atmosphere in which 

Hollywood could propagandize on its own. Armed with 

government support and favorable economic conditions studio 

executives willingly entered the foreign policy arena. Soon 

after Hitler's invasion of Poland in September 1939 

Hollywood produced its first propagandistic anti-Nazi film, 

Warner Bros.' Confessions of a Nazi Spy. Emboldened by this 

initial step, the film world in the next year set out on a 

path to support the western democracies. This pro-Allied 

and Anglophilic path followed American public opinion and 

paralleled U.S. foreign policy. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE PROPAGANDA OF ANGLOPHILIA ON FILM, 

1939-1941 

Encouraged by Roosevelt's benevolence and British 

publicity, armed with a hatred for the Nazis and a promise 

of foreign markets, Hollywood produced diplomatically 

charged propaganda by 1939. After the outbreak of World War 

II in September, Hollywood's cultural affinity for Britain, 

expressed in The Dawn Patrol, blossomed into the overt 

propaganda The Sea Hawk. Hollywood's Anglophilia paralleled 

the increasingly pro-British and interventionist diplomacy 

of President Roosevelt from 1939 to 1941. And during those 

years Anglophilia on film, always following public opinion, 

helped to reinforce public support behind presidential 

policies. 

On 1 September 1939, Adolph Hitler's forces swept into 

Poland. The Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact of 22 August, a 

pact allowed Hitler to remove the threat of a two-front war 

and to focus upon the west. In response to the invasion of 

Poland, the first instance of German aggression. Great 

Britain and France declared war upon Germany. 

Across the Atlantic, Americans looked upon this 

outbreak of hostilities with a combination of fear and hope. 

A majority of Americans feared that this European war 

threatened to draw in the United States. But, a majority 

72 
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also recognized that Nazi aggression, so evident in Poland, 

had to be stopped before it reached American shores. Thus, 

many hoped that the western democracies halted Hitler's 

march.' President Roosevelt shaped his foreign policies to 

reflect these public sentiments. After the outbreak of war 

in September, Roosevelt, although he expressed a strong 

desire to keep the country out of war, also expressed an 

unneutral wish to aid Britain and France in their struggles 

against Germany. On 3 September, in a Fireside Chat, he 

issued a Proclamation of Neutrality, which officially 

committed the U.S. to neutral status. But, the president 

went on to reject strict neutrality. He stated: 

This nation will remain a neutral nation, but I 
cannot ask that every American remain neutral in 
thought as well. Even a neutral has a right to 
take account of facts. Even a neutral cannot be 
asked to close his mind or his conscience.^ 

Hollywood's production after September 1939 closely 

paralleled Roosevelt's unneutral foreign policies. Just 

'George H. Gallup, 1935-1948, vol. 1 of The Gallup 
Poll: Public Opinion 1935-1971 (New York: Random House, 
1972), 184-88; and Charles C. Alexander, Nationalism in 
American Thought, 1930-1945 (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1969), 
176-77. 

^Franklin D. Roosevelt, War and Neutrality, vol. VIII 
of The Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt 
(New York: Macmillan, 1941), 460-63, quoted in Robert A. 
Divine, The Reluctant Belligerent: American Entry into 
World War II, America in Crisis Series, ed. Robert A. Divine 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1965), 65-66; H.C. Allen, 
Great Britain and the United States: A History of Anglo-
American Relations, 1783-1952 (New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 1955), 794; and Robert Dallek, Franklin D. Roosevelt 
and American Foreign Policy, 1932-1945 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1979), 199. 
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after the Nazis' invasion of Poland, Warner Bros, produced 

the first overtly anti-Nazi film. Confessions of a Nazi Spy, 

which marked the beginnings of political involvement by the 

motion picture industry.^ Initially that political 

involvement centered around anti-Naziism. 

A corollary to anti-fascism, however, support for the 

western democracies, and particularly the British, soon 

emerged. The propagandistic support for the British by 

Hollywood emerged from the innocent era of cultural affinity 

for the mother country. While the Anglophilia was 

occasionally in the vanguard of thought, it usually followed 

public opinion. But, that did not mean that pro-British 

propaganda was without effect on opinion. Hollywood's 

Anglophilia may not have changed any viewer's foreign policy 

beliefs, but it reinforced views already held. 

Support for the Allies was one foreign policy view 

which a majority of Americans already held in 1939. After 

the invasion of Poland, a "strong wave of sympathy for the 

^Most historians of film agree that Hollywood films 
became political after Germany's invasion of Poland in 
September 1939. See Bernard F. Dick, The Star-Spangled 
Screen: The American World War II Film (Lexington: The 
University Press of Kentucky, 1985), vii; Clayton R. Koppes 
and Gregory D. Black, Hollywood Goes To War: How Politics, 
Profits, and Propaganda Shaped World War II Movies (New 
York: The Free Press, 1987), 39-40; and Richard W. Steele, 
Propaganda in an Open Society: The Roosevelt Administration 
and the Media, 1933-1941, Contributions in American History, 
ed. Jon L. Wakelyn, no. Ill (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 
1985), 152. 
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western allies swept over the United States."" Polls 

conducted during the era, while not perfect barometers, 

provide some means of gauging public opinion regarding the 

western democracies. Of those Americans polled, 84 percent 

wanted Britain and France to win the war against Germany, 

which received the support of only two percent of those 

asked. Further, the public, recognizing that Britain and 

France provided a first line of defense for the U.S., was 

willing to entertain the idea of intervention to assist 

those nations. Only five percent advocated intervention, 

but that figure rose to 29 percent if it looked as if 

Germany had the upper-hand on Britain and France.^ 

Recognizing this public support for the Allies, the motion 

picture industry, already enrolled in the fight against the 

Nazis, took up the banner on behalf of the western 

democracies. 

One of the first pieces of Anglophilic propaganda to 

emerge from Hollywood in mid-1939 was Universal's The Sun 

Never Sets. The final edition in the series of imperial 

pictures that began in 1935, The Sun Never Sets took that 

cultural support of Britain to new heights.'' The head of 

the Production Code Administration (PCA), Joseph I. Breen, 

"Divine, Reluctant Belligerent, 65. 

•'Gallup, 1935-1948, 184-88. 

"See Chapter II for a full discussion of pro-British 
imperial films. 
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now playing the role of sales agent, rather than moral 

monitor, encouraged Universal to take full advantage of the 

increasingly important English market for its film. Breen 

urged studio executives "to assure yourselves that there 

will be nothing in the script that will cause you any 

trouble with your release throughout the British Empire."" 

Heeding this advice. Universal produced a film that, 

according to New York Times critic Frank S. Nugent, was 

"absurdly Anglophile."® The film appeared so "Anglophile" 

to Nugent because of its portrayals of British characters— 

colonial officers and their families—which the PCA's own 

reviewer described as "sympathetic."^ Basil Rathbone and 

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., as Clive and John Randolph, gave the 

most sympathetic portrayals of the leaders of a family that 

fulfilled the duty of empire. The Sun Never Sets expressed 

its support for those who fulfilled their imperial duty. 

Superimposed over a map of the world, the opening text 

dedicated the film 

to the countless millions bred in the British 
Isles who, through the past four centuries, have 
gone forth to the far corners of the earth to find 

"Breen to Maurice Pivar, 13 March 1939, The Sun Never 
Sets File, Motion Picture Association of America-Production 
Code Administration Collection (hereafter cited as MPAA-
PCA) , Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences (hereafter 
cited as AMPAS). 

"Frank S. Nugent, "History, Histrionics and Humor," New 
York Times, 18 June 1939, sec. IX, p. 3. 

^Analysis Chart, by Geoffrey Shurlock, 27 May 1939, The 
sun Never Sets File, MPAA-PCA Collection, AMPAS. 
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new countries, to establish laws and the ethics of 
government, (and) who have kept high the standard 
of civilization. . . ."'" 

The Randolphs, who held the words "Go forth and return with 

honor" as their family motto, epitomized that sense of 

imperial duty." 

Clive and John faced something new in this imperial 

film set within the contemporary world. Instead of the 

rebellious native, these colonial officers faced the threat 

of European imperial competition. Clive ventured to the 

Gold Coast to monitor the actions of Zurof, a scientist who 

used his occupation as a cover to broadcast subversive 

propaganda from a secret radio transmitter there.^^ 

Prevented from fulfilling his mission by Zurof's 

machinations, Clive returned to London. Taking his 

brother's place, John then discovered Zurof's camp and, 

pretending to stumble onto the transmitter in a state of 

intoxication, conveyed a message to Clive of the 

transmitter's location. With Colonial Office approval, 

Clive then flew from London to Africa and led a bombing 

mission to silence Zurof's broadcasts. This fanciful plot. 

""The Sun Never Sets, directed by Rowland V. Lee, with 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Basil Rathbone, Barbara O'Neil, 
Lionel Atwill, and Virginia Field, Universal Pictures, 1939. 

"Ibid. 

'-'The film implied, but never forthrightly stated, that 
Zurof was a Soviet spy encouraging socialist revolutions 
against western capitalist countries with his broadcasts. 
The implied anti-Soviet message was a tentative reaction to 
the signing of the Nazi-Soviet non-aggression pact. 
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led Nugent, who recognized the pro-British themes, to write 

that The Sun Never Sets turned "from a solemn dedication to 

the colonial service" to "the realm of pure 

nonsense. . . . "̂ ^ 

In the realm of reality, 1940 brought closer Anglo-

American relations. After his invasion of Poland, Hitler 

did little throughout the winter of 1939-40, the period of 

the "phony war," in Europe. Most believed that the fuhrer 

would launch an attack upon either France or Britain in the 

spring of 1940. In expectation of that attack, Roosevelt 

aligned the United States with Hitler's foes in a 

commencement speech at the University of Virginia in the 

spring of 1940. The president stated that 

we, as a nation, are convinced that military and 
naval victory for the gods of force and hate would 
endanger the institutions of democracy in the 
Western World, and that equally therefore, the 
whole of our sympathies lies with those nations 
that are giving their life blood in combat against 
those forces.^" 

In the summer of 1940, the American diplomatic emphasis 

on aid to the Allies changed to aid to Britain only. Hitler 

caused this shift by defeating France and forcing an 

armistice on June 21. France's capitulation left Britain as 

'"Frank S. Nugent, "A Wild-Eyed Story of Empire Is 'The 
Sun Never Sets' at Music Hall," New York Times, 9 June 1939, 
sec. I, P- 26; and The Sun Never Sets. 

'"Department of State, Peace and War: United States 
Foreign Policy, 1931-1941 (Washington, D.C.: United States 
Government Printing Office, 1943), 547-48, quoted in Divine, 
Reluctant Belligerent, 84. 
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Hitler's lone remaining foe. And Britain's defensive 

position looked none too promising in early June. Although 

the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force battled well, the army 

had been pushed off the European continent by Hitler's 

troops at Dunkirk on 4 June. As if that humiliating, but 

rather miraculous, withdrawal of over 300,000 troops was not 

enough, the island suffered nightly bombing attacks by the 

German Luftwaffe. 

These sudden reverses forced the United States to 

recognize that aid to Britain represented a critical 

investment in America's defense. The president launched 

this new phase in American foreign policy, which lasted 

until 1941, by sending surplus war materials of World War I 

vintage to London in May. As Roosevelt ordered a $5 billion 

increase in defense expenditures, journalist William Allen 

White founded the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the 

Allies to mobilize public opinion for that goal.^^ 

Foreign Correspondent, a British film directed by 

Alfred Hitchcock, represented a similar attempt to engender 

public support for American aid to the endangered island. 

Set in a contemporary England endangered by Germany, the 

film detailed the fictional kidnapping of a European 

diplomat attempting to maintain peace on the continent. 

Members of the "peace party" in England, a party populated 

'^Divine, Reluctant Belligerent, 86-88; and Dallek, 
Roosevelt and American Foreign Policy, 221-32. 
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by German spies, abducted the diplomat in order to obtain 

the provisions of a secret treaty clause that maintained the 

tenuous European peace. These German fifth columnists hoped 

to break the provisions of that treaty in order to begin a 

European war which might enable them to gain political power 

in England itself. Hitchcock's focus on espionage as a 

theme was, according to critic Herb Sterne, one of many ways 

in which the propagandistic film struck "too close to home 

to be mere amusement. "'̂^ 

Foreign Correspondent's call for American aid struck 

close to home as well. A foreign correspondent for a New 

York newspaper, Huntley Haverstock arrived in London 

originally to investigate the disappearance of the diplomat. 

The reporter, however, soon became involved in the British 

war effort. After the German spies had broken the treaty's 

provisions and initiated war, Haverstock tried to facilitate 

American aid to relieve Britain's desperate plight. The 

correspondent did this by conducting a radio broadcast to 

the states from London as the Battle of Britain raged on 

film. As German bombs burst overhead and the lights of the 

London studio dimmed symbolically, Haverstock encouraged 

"'Herb Sterne, "Foreign Correspondent," Rob Wagner's 
Script, 28 September 1940, 16, quoted in Anthony Slide, ed., 
Selected Film Criticism, 1931-40 (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow 
press, 1983), 77. 
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Americans to keep the liqht of democracy burning by sending 

material aid to Britain.^" 

Haverstock's call for American intervention mirrored 

new Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill's policies. As his 

forces retreated from Dunkirk and as his country endured the 

nightly bombings of the German air force, Churchill 

buttressed domestic spirit and called for American 

assistance. In a radio address the prime minister declared 

that Britain would never surrender and instead "would carry 

on the struggle, until, in God's good time, the New World, 

with all its power and might, steps forth to the rescue and 

liberation of the Old."" 

Alexander Korda's That Hamilton Woman, produced after 

the director's relocation to Hollywood at the request of 

Churchill, continued the efforts of the Old World to engage 

the new.^^ Korda's film, which starred Laurence Olivier 

and Vivien Leigh, chronicled Lord Horatio Nelson's naval 

victories in the Napoleonic Wars. Through Nelson's triumphs 

Korda hoped to produce "a historical film with parallels to 

^''Foreign Correspondent, directed by Alfred Hitchcock, 
with, Joel McCrea, Laraine Day, Herbert Marshall, George 
Sanders, and Albert Basserman, United Artists/Walter Wagner 
Productions, 1940. 

'^Churchill, 1935-1942, vol. VI of Winston S. 
Churchill: His Complete Speeches, 1897-1963, ed. Robert 
Rhodes James (New York: Chelsea House, 1974), 6231, quoted 
in Allen, Great Britain and the United States, 782. 

'̂ See Chapter III for a full discussion of the effect 
of British propaganda upon Hollywood's Anglophilia. 
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the present."^" The film's most obvious attempt to 

corroborate the past with the present occurred when Nelson, 

played by Olivier addressed a number of British officials 

regarding impending peace negotiations with Napoleon. 

Nelson objected to such negotiations because Napoleon, he 

claimed, was not a peaceful man. He then directly equated 

Napoleon with Hitler and, in so doing, related Britain's 

need for assistance to American audiences. The former. 

Nelson stated, "can never be master of the world until he 

has smashed us up. And believe me gentlemen, he means to be 

master of the world." Smashing his fist upon the table. 

Nelson declared that "You cannot make peace with dictators. 

You have to destroy them, wipe them out."^^ 

Olivier's dialogue led critics to comment upon the 

propagandistic nature of Korda's film. The Motion Picture 

Daily's Roscoe Williams, noted that the picture "refers to 

Napoleon as 'dictator' and contains dialogue lines which 

are, of course, pertinent to the present world situation. 

If this be propaganda, then it is to that extent a 

propaganda picture. "̂ ^ l^ariety's reviewer agreed with 

^"Michael Korda, Charmed Lives: A Family Romance (New 
York: Random House, 1979), 148. 

"'That Hamilton Woman, directed by Alexander Korda, 
with Laurence Olivier, Vivien Leigh, Alan Mowbrey, and Sara 
Allgood, United Artists/Alexander Korda Films, 1941. 

"Williams, "That Hamilton Woman," Motion Picture 
Daily, 24 March 1941, That Hamilton Woman File, MPAA-PCA 
Collection, AMPAS. 
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Williams and wrote that "(t)he situation in Europe at the 

time when Nelson was rising to glory as a fighting admiral 

has obvious parallels to the present contest across the 

English Channel. . . ."" The Hollywood Reporter even 

claimed that the comparisons with the Napoleonic Wars and 

World War II, complete with dictators and British 

imperilment, had become hackneyed and "by now, quite 

familiar ground. . . .""* 

Opposing the dictatorial Napoleon, i.e.. Hitler, in 

Korda's That Hamilton Woman were the people of England. The 

PCA, in its review of the film, classified the portrayals of 

the English people, through Olivier's and Leigh's 

characters, as "sympathetic."^^ Nelson provided a 

particularly favorable portrait of a peaceable and freedom-

loving British people imperiled by continental dictatorship. 

At the House of Lords, Nelson spoke of his longing for 

peace, a longing spurred by his involvement in an untold 

number of battles. Although he valued peace. Nelson stated 

that he "would not for the sake of any peace. . .consent to 

sacrifice one jot of England's honor" or "the unconquerable 

valor of the British nation." Forced to fight by Napoleon, 

""That Hamilton Woman," Variety, 20 March 1941, p. 3, 
That Hamilton Woman File, MPAA-PCA Collection, AMPAS. 

^""'That Hamilton Woman'! Triumph for Vivien Leigh," 
The Hollywood Reporter, 20 March 1941, That Hamilton Woman 
File, MPAA-PCA Collection, AMPAS. 

^^Analysis Chart, by F. Stinnette, 28 February 1941, 
That Hamilton Woman File, MPAA-PCA Collection, AMPAS. 
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Nelson, symbolic of British naval triumph in past wars, 

prepared, along with the countrymen, to meet Napoleon's 

invasion. Although mortally wounded in the ensuing battle. 

Nelson led the navy to victory over a continental invader 

upon America's theater screens.^^ 

An American-made film, Warner Bros. The Sea Hawk, also 

chronicled English naval victory over a continental 

aggressor, this time sixteenth century Spain. King Philip 

II, as he had in Korda's Fire Over England in 1937 and as 

Napoleon had in Korda's That Hamilton Woman, served as a 

metaphorical Hitler. Nowhere was this relationship better 

established than in the film's opening scenes, in which, 

according to a London critic, Philip appeared "as an earlier 

Hitler, thumping his fist over the map of the world."^" 

These scenes were not part of the original 1924 film and 

were added by screenwriter Seton I. Miller in 1939 to give 

the film a connection to current events. In the scenes, the 

camera focused upon a map on the wall of Spain in 1585. The 

camera then tracked backwards and revealed that the map of 

Spain was a "part of a huge map of the then known world 

. . . . Spain and her far-flung possessions are indicated 

by a dark shade of grey, with the other countries left in 

"^That Hamilton Woman. 

^""Errol Flynn Turns Sea Hawk," Evening News (London), 
2 August 1940, The Sea Hawk Clipping File, Warner Bros. 
Archives (hereafter cited as WBA), School of Cinema-
Television, University of Southern California (hereafter 
cited as USC). 
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white."^® Over that scene, the metaphorical figure of 

Philip, said to his assistant, in a "low tense voice," that 

the only thing standing between Spain and world domination 

was England, "a puny, rock-bound island, as barren and as 

treacherous as her Queen."^^ To remove England as an 

obstacle, Philip then sent his aide. Lord Wolfingham, to 

England to assure Elizabeth of his peaceful intentions while 

he secretly constructed the Spanish Armada. 

Miller's scenes then emphasized the threat to the 

United States that Hitler's aggression posed. King Philip 

pondered the potential results if his treachery eliminated 

England as an international power. Philip, his voice 

becoming mystical, moved slowly towards the map. His shadow 

crept upon the map, blended "with the dark grey of Spain," 

and spread over the rest of world as he called each area by 

name. He spoke of Spanish expansion into northern Africa, 

Europe to the Ural Mountains, and "then to the New World. 

To the North. To the South. West to the Pacific." As 

Philip's shadow darkened the entire world map, and 

"^The Sea Hawk, directed by Michael Curtiz, with Errol 
Flynn, Flora Robson, Claude Rains, Alan Hale, and Brenda 
Marshall, Warner Bros. Pictures, 1940; J.G. Hawks, "The Sea 
Hawk" (screenplay. The Sea Hawk Story File, WBA, USC, 1924), 
not paginated; Seton I. Miller, "Sea Hawk" (screenplay. The 
Sea Hawk Story File, WBA, USC, 13 May 1939), 1-5; and Miller 
and Howard Koch, "The Sea Hawk" (screenplay. The Sea Hawk 
Story File, WBA, USC), 1-2. 

"'*The Sea Hawk; Hawks, "The Sea Hawk," not paginated; 
Miller, "Sea Hawk," 1-5; and Miller and Koch, "The Sea 
Hawk," 1-2. 
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particularly that of North America, the king declared that 

"One day before my death we shall sit here and gaze to this 

map upon the wall. It will have ceased to be a map of the 

world. It will be Spain. "̂ " 

If Philip's expansionism was not enough of an anti-Nazi 

message for American viewers. The Sea Hawk depicted that 

expansion as being driven by cruelty. Just after the 

opening scenes in Philip's chambers, director Michael 

Curtiz's film showed a Spanish ship powered by English 

slaves, who "are all chained to the benches. They are 

naked, except for loin cloths, . . .bearded, unkempt, 

scarred, . . .their faces drawn and haggard. . . . " These 

English slaves, however, were "not criminal types," who 

belonged in slavery. These English slaves, whipped and 

tortured by the Spanish taskmaster, were there because they 

were prisoners of war. Thus, to emphasize to American 

audiences the dangers that Nazi aggression held for them, 

the slaves powering the Spanish empire from below deck were 

"nearly all fine types, . . . the majority of them English 

middle-class, with good strong faces. . . . Here and there 

a patrician, intellectual type, . . .all of them ground down 

to the tortured status of animals."" 

Errol Flynn's character. Sir Geoffrey Thorpe, and the 

slaves provided an English antithesis to The Sea Hawk's 

^°The Sea Hawk; and Miller and Koch, "The Sea Hawk," 2. 

^^The Sea Hawk; and Miller and Koch, "The Sea Hawk," 5. 
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imagery of Nazi cruelty. Even in slavery the Englishmen 

served their freedom-loving country and resisted tyranny. 

When the slaves realized, for instance, that the Spanish 

ship upon which they labored had drifted into the English 

Channel, they held back on their oars to assure success by 

the queen's navy. By their actions, the slaves helped 

Thorpe's Albatross overcome its Spanish counterpart. After 

the victory, Thorpe liberated his countrymen confined below 

deck. The abolitionist informed them that "(t)hose of you 

lately called 'slaves' will have no duties aboard this 

ship."^^ And upon that ship, Thorpe led his men 

benevolently. The audience, for instance, received "the 

effect of a completely loyal crew, excited and happy," when 

Thorpe and his men first appeared on screen ̂ ^ 

This stark contrast between the film's depiction of 

sixteenth century Spain, as a metaphor for Nazi Germany, and 

the English was exactly the one intended by screenwriters 

Miller and Howard Koch. Miller claimed that the "unifying 

theme of the story is that the gods favor those that sail by 

the wind (the free) against those propelled by the galley-

oar."^" The theme of English enslavement by continental 

^"The Sea Hawk; and Miller and Koch, "The Sea Hawk," 6-
7, 13, and 24. 

''The Sea Hawk; and Miller and Koch, "The Sea Hawk," 6-
7, 13, and 24. 

'"Miller to Walter MacEwen, 26 March 1940, The Sea Hawk 
Story File #1; Inter-Office Communication, Koch to MacEwen, 
20 March 1940, The Sea Hawk Story File #2, WBA, USC. 
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aggressors proved so clear that studio publicists focused on 

it in advertising The Sea Hawk. Warner advertisers claimed 

that through the theme of enslavement to tyranny the film 

paralleled "current events with the sixteenth century--

England as the foe of the aggressor, then as now."^^ 

The English, led in The Sea Hawk by Thorpe and 

Elizabeth, survived this potential enslavement and triumphed 

over the continental aggressors by film's end. Just before 

the queen sent her charges to fight Philip's version of 

blitzkrieg, the Armada, she uttered the words that most 

directly linked the film with the early stages of World War 

II. Elizabeth said: 

A great duty confronts us all. To prepare our 
nation for a war that none of us wants. . . . We 
have tried by all means in our power to avert this 
war. We have no quarrel with the people of Spain 
or of any other country. But when the ruthless 
ambition of a man threatens to engulf the world, 
it becomes the solemn obligation of all free men, 
to affirm that earth does not belong to any one 
man, but to all men. . . . We shall now make 
ready to meet the great Armada which Philip sends 
against us. To this end I pledge you ships worthy 
of our seamen, . . .a sturdy fleet hewn out of the 
forests of England. A navy foremost in the world-
-not only in our time, but in generations to 
come. ̂^ 

As she spoke these final words, Curtiz's cameras showed the 

strength of the Royal Navy, the pillar of British military 

might in the sixteenth, as well as the twentieth, century. 

'"""The Sea Hawk," 1940, 4, The Sea Hawk Publicity File, 
WBA, use. 

'The Sea Hawk; and Miller and Koch, "The Sea Hawk," 
149-50. 
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Panning from Elizabeth to the wooded shore behind her, the 

camera showed each tall pine change into "a ship's lofty 

spar. . .row upon row of them. . .a forest of mastheads, 

each flying the British flag." Directly linking the navy of 

the past with the navy of the present, those wooden 

mastheads then dissolved to "the steel superstructure of 

modern warships," as martial anthems swelled and the camera 

showed "Britain's battle fleet in majestic parade. . . ."̂ " 

In adopting this closing scene, Warner Bros, clearly 

had the contemporary European situation, which included the 

Battle of Britain, in mind. The scene resulted from a 

desire to make the film more dramatic by placing it firmly 

within current events. Directly pitting the England of 1940 

against Hitler's Germany, the scene was neither a part of 

the original 1924 film nor included in Miller's temporary 

script of May 1939. Only in early 1940 did Koch add the 

scene to the script. Koch claimed that he decided to add 

the scene "so that, when English audiences saw the picture, 

they would relate it to their present situation, faced with 

new invasion, this time from Nazi Germany."^® 

^''The Sea Hawk; and Miller and Koch, "The Sea Hawk," 
149-50. 

""Koch, As Time Goes By: The Memoirs of a Writer (New 
York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1979), 45-6; Hawks, "Sea 
Hawk," not paginated; Miller, "Sea Hawk," 158; and Outline, 
by Koch, n.d., 38, The Sea Hawk Story File, WBA, USC. 
Historian Rudy Behlmer claims that Elizabeth's final speech 
was edited from the American version of The Sea Hawk and was 
shown only to English audiences. However, there is no 
indication in the story or production files to support this 
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Along with Koch, the studio's research department 

recognized the links between the final scene and 

contemporary events. Spurred by the fall of France and the 

Battle of Britain, Warner's researchers in the late spring 

of 1940 compiled a comparison between the historical navies 

portrayed in the film and the modern navies that it alluded 

to. Those researchers gathered data comparing both the 

British navy of the sixteenth century to the Royal Navy of 

1940 and the sixteenth century Spanish fleet to that of 

Germany in 1940.^^ 

Faced with the daily threat of German invasion, British 

audiences welcomed The Sea Hawk. The Star's (London) 

entertainment columnist declared that "(t)here will be no 

quarrel with any film containing this and other robust 

sentiments of the kind so apposite in these times."^° 

London critics hailed the film as a much needed dose of 

resolve. The Evening Standard's critic wrote that The Sea 

Hawk served as a "reminder that an earlier European bully 

assertion. See Behlmer, ed., The Sea Hawk, Wisconsin/Warner 
Bros. Screenplay Series (Madison: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1982), 41-42. 

"^Inter-Office Communication, Herman Lissauer to Jack 
Kelly, 21 June 1940; and Inter-Office Communication, 
Lissauer to Kelly, 22 June 1940, The Sea Hawk Research File, 
WBA, use. 

"""Armada Days," The Star (London), 3 August 1940, The 
Sea Hawk Clipping File, WBA, USC. 
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Stubbed his foot on this island.""' The reviewer for the 

Cinema News (London) repeated the assertion that the film 

served as a reminder, a lesson "particularly timely just now 

in its commentary on the fate of would-be invaders of our 

shores. ""̂  

The Warner Bros, film proved just as popular in the 

United States after its world premiere at the studio's 

Hollywood Theatre on 17 July 1940. Named to Film Daily's 

honor roll of the best films. The Sea Hawk was the studio's 

most popular production of that year. It played for 47 days 

before audiences at Warner Bros, first-run theaters in New 

York and Los Angeles, a number matched by only one other 

Warner feature.*^ 

The Sea Hawk's popularity and contemporary significance 

generated a wealth of reaction among critics, who all noted 

the connections between the historical film and the European 

war. Nev̂ sŵ eeA:'s critic wrote that the production blurred 

the distinction between the glory days of Queen Elizabeth's 

and Winston Churchill's England. And, in that nebulous 

world created by The Sea Hawk, Flynn's Thorpe stood "between 

"'"Full-blooded melodrama of a swashbuckler," Evening 
Standard (London), 3 August 1940, The Sea Hawk Clipping 
File, WBA, USC. 

"^"Vivid Thrill and Stirring Spectacle In 'The Sea 
Hawk,'" Cinema News (London), 30 July 1940, The Sea Hawk 
Clipping File, WBA, USC. 

""Nick Roddick, A New Deal in Entertainment: Warner 
Brothers in the 1930s (London: British Film Institution, 
1983) , 268 and 281. 
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England and blitzkrieg.""" The Daily Film Renter, an 

industry publication intended for exhibitors, expanded upon 

the notion that the picture blurred the past and present. 

The picture, according to the Renter's reviewer, made "the 

best of two worlds, the old and new, by treating of Spain's 

threatened attack upon England with her secretly built 

Armada along the lines of Hitler's promised invasion of to

day.""^ Kenneth McCaleb, the film critic for the New York 

Mirror, noted that "(h)istory repeats—in England and in 

Hollywood" as The Sea Hawk "reminds us that back in the days 

of Good Queen Bess, the British island kingdom withstood a 

Spanish blitzkrieg just as it is standing off the Nazis in 

this day of George VI. ""̂  

Both the American public and President Roosevelt moved 

more forcefully during the summer of 1940 to help the island 

kingdom stand off the Nazis. Just two days after The Sea 

Hawk's release, 53 percent of American citizens polled 

wanted to give England more help short of war in its 

struggle against Hitler. Only six percent hoped to offer 

less help. By late September over half of the American 

people, recognizing the importance of that land to U.S. 

"""Swashbuckling on Warner Sea," Newsweek, 19 August 
1940, 46. 

"^"The Sea Hawk," The Daily Film Renter, 31 July 1940, 
The Sea Hawk Clipping File, WBA, USC. 

"^Kenneth McCaleb, "Swashbucklers Fight It Out in 'Sea 
Hawk,'" New York Mirror, 10 August 1940, The Sea Hawk 
Clipping File, WBA, USC. 
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security, thought that helping Britain was more important 

than staying out of war."" 

Emboldened by this growing public support for aid to 

Britain and even intervention, Roosevelt, who kept a close 

watch upon such opinion polls, became more assertive in his 

policies. In September the president announced that he and 

the prime minister had reached a destroyer-for-bases deal. 

The deal, by which the United States traded fifty overage 

destroyers to the British in exchange for leases to eight of 

their naval and air bases, "marked the end of American 

neutrality. In giving 50 warships to Great Britain, the 

United States was openly declaring its support of England in 

the war against Germany.""® Nearly two-thirds of the 

American public approved of the deal and Roosevelt's newly 

assertive stance regarding aid to Britain. The deal and 

other pro-British policies received further support in 

November 1940. Roosevelt's bid for re-election in that 

month succeeded in part because of his policies of 

"intervention on the side of the Allies.""^ 

After the election, Roosevelt announced his lend-lease 

plan to aid the British. Under lend-lease, the United 

""Gallup, 1935-1948, 233 and 243. 

""Divine, Reluctant Belligerent, 91. 

"^Quote in Leo Gurko, The Angry Decade (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1968), 9-10; Dallek, Roosevelt and American 
Foreign Policy, 232; Divine, Reluctant Belligerent, 129-31; 
and Gallup, 1935-1948, 237-38. 
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States would lend or lease war materials to Britain for the 

duration of the war. After the war, the English would then 

compensate the U.S. for the borrowed goods. Intended to 

avoid the acrimonious war debts issue that still lingered 

from World War I, Roosevelt's program, which Congress 

approved in March 1941, allowed "Britain unrestricted access 

to American industrial resources."^" The enactment of 

lend-lease marked a major transition in American foreign 

policy away from isolation and towards both intervention and 

an Anglo-American alliance. 

Some claimed that one of the reasons that Roosevelt was 

so successful in building public support for his 

increasingly interventionist and pro-British foreign 

policies, such as lend-lease, was the existence of 

propagandistic movies. By 1941, realizing that their views 

were fast becoming less popular, some isolationists, 

particularly Senators Gerald P. Nye of North Dakota and 

Burton K. Wheeler of Montana, attacked what they viewed as 

propaganda on America's screens. Nye, Wheeler, and others 

argued that propagandistic films encouraged public support 

for aid to England, intervention, and thus the president's 

policies. 

Nye turned his attention towards the motion picture 

industry because, in his opinion, films had "become the most 

gigantic engines of propaganda in existence to rouse the war 

50 Divine, Reluctant Belligerent, 106 
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fever in America. . . . " He believed that they had become 

"engines of propaganda" due to the influence of the English 

market, the many British in Hollywood, the industry's 

monopoly that allowed it to control content, and Roosevelt's 

benevolent intervention in behalf on the industry against 

federal anti-trust litigation.^^ Directly equating films 

with the then raging foreign policy debate between 

isolationists and interventionists, Nye claimed that anti-

Nazi and pro-British films confused the reasoning of the 

American people and deviously led them into the 

interventionist camp. In a radio address, the senator 

illustrated his point. 

When you go to the movies, you go there to be 
entertained. . . . And then the picture starts— 
goes to work on you, all done by trained actors, 
full of drama, cunningly devised. . . . Before 
you know where you are you have actually listened 
to a speech designed to make you believe that 
Hitler is going to get you. 

52 

In September of 1941, the Senate's Committee on 

Interstate Commerce launched an inquiry into the film 

industry. Opposed by the industry's counsel, the Republican 

candidate for the presidency of 1940 Wendell Willkie, and 

Senator Ernest McFarland of Arizona, Nye and Wheeler pushed 

•"̂ See Chapter III for a full discussion of the causes 
of pro-British propaganda. 

52, 'Gerald P. Nye, "War Propaganda," Vital Speeches, 
December 1937, 720-23, quoted in Koppes and Black, Hollywood 
Goes To War, 40. For a full discussion of the debate 
between interventionists and isolationists see Wayne S. 
Cole, Roosevelt and the Isolationists, 1932-1945 (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1983). 
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an investigation into the industry's monopoly. That 

monopoly, they claimed, enabled Hollywood to control film 

content and thus to "drug the reason of the American 

people."^" Although the senators' investigation, 

interrupted by Pearl Harbor in December, never reached the 

heights of Nye's earlier campaign against the "merchants of 

death," it did effectively draw the connections between 

film, public opinion, and foreign policy. 

In the fateful year 1941, American films, public 

opinion, and foreign policy all became more pro-British and 

interventionist. By January of that year, 68 percent of 

responding Americans believed that the United States' future 

safety depended upon Britain winning the war. To insure 

that victory, which more than two-thirds of the public hoped 

for, Roosevelt committed the nation even more fully to 

Britain. In March the U.S. and Great Britain began to take 

the unprecedented peacetime step of coordinating military 

objectives. With the creation of ABC-1, an agreement to 

concentrate on the defeat of Germany first if the U.S. 

entered the war, the two nations took another, and rather 

large, step upon the path towards a formal Anglo-American 

alliance.^" American films followed the same path. 

^"Nye, "War Propaganda," 720-23; Koppes and Black, 
Hollywood Goes To War, 17-18 and 20; and Dick, Star-Spangled 
Screen, 89-93. 

"Gallup, 1935-1948, 257; and Divine, Reluctant 
Belligerent, 106-07. 
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Warner Bros, produced Sergeant York to comment upon 

American mobilization. Studio executives saw in the story 

of Sergeant Alvin C. York, a Tennessee mountaineer who 

achieved hero status in World War I, an opportunity to 

capitalize on the contemporary concern over war and to 

propagandize the American public. Warner's executive Robert 

Buckner, in a memo to executive producer Hal B. Wallis, 

claimed that the picture both entertained and provided the 

nation with "a good, timely message." The film, which was 

"crying to be made right now," possessed a rare combination 

of entertainment and propagandistic possibilities because of 

the fictionalized version of York. Played by Gary Cooper, 

the war hero York, Buckner argued, represented "the 

prototype of the Average American, the Joe Doakes who goes 

off to war when the bugles blow. . . ."̂ ^ 

York, a pacifist who struggled personally with the 

decision to go to war, was that everyman figure within the 

context of 1941 precisely because he paralleled America's 

difficult decision to fight. New York Times film critic 

Bosley Crowther noted in his review of the film that York's 

agonizing decision reflected the nation's similar dilemma. 

Born in the hills of Tennessee, the film's York turned 

towards Christianity after a rambunctious youth. The 

nation's entry into the Great War suddenly entered into 

•"'Inter-Off ice Communication, Buckner to Wallis, 4 June 
1940, Sergeant York Story File, WBA, USC. 
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York's life. When required to register for the draft, he 

filed as a conscientious objector. York was drafted despite 

his conscientious objector status and reluctantly reported 

to training camp. Once there Cooper's character, an expert 

mountaineer marksman, impressed the camp's officers with his 

skill but concerned them with his objector status. 

The camp's commanding officer, Major Buxton, confronted 

York about his objections. Deeply impressed with the 

private's religious convictions, the major loaned him an 

American history book as a counterbalance to the Bible. 

That book, Buxton told York, contained "the story of a whole 

people's struggle for freedom—from the very beginning until 

now—for we are still struggling."^^ With patriotic music 

in the background, the major told both his reluctant 

subordinate and the audience that sometimes Americans had to 

go to war to maintain that freedom. In particular, Buxton 

told York that the freedom which he held so dear, religious 

freedom, had to be defended. "Such things are part of our 

heritage as Americans," the officer stated, "but the cost of 

'^"Sergeant York, directed by Howard Hawks, with Gary 
Cooper, Walter Brennan, Joan Leslie, George Tobias, and 
Stanley Ridges, Warner Bros. Pictures, 1941; Abem Finkel et 
al., "Sergeant York" (screenplay. Sergeant York Story File, 
WBA, USC, 31 January 1941), 108-11; and Crowther, "The 
Screen In Review," New York Times, 3 July 1941, sec. I, p. 
15. 
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that heritage is high. Sometimes it takes all we've got the 

preserve it. . .even our lives."""" 

Ambivalent, York retreated to a Tennessee mountaintop 

to chose either personal isolation from, or intervention in, 

the European conflict. In a scene contrived by writers 

Koch, who later co-wrote the screenplay for the pro-Allied 

Casablanca, and John Huston, Cooper struggled to synthesize 

his conflicting duties to God and to country. A miraculous 

breeze turned the pages of his Bible to the verse "Render 

therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and 

unto God the things that are God's." Visibly moved, York 

made "the exciting realization that he has found the answer 

to his dilemma. . .that God has spoken to him in 

unmistakable terms. "̂ ® In that passage both York and 

American viewers found a religious justification for war. 

The moral repugnance of war so prominent a decade earlier in 

All Quiet on the Western Front had turn full circle into a 

moral justification for war in Sergeant York.^^ 

Morally fortified. Cooper's York entered the Great War 

against Germany on behalf of Britain. Again unlike the 

neutral All Quiet on the Western Front, Warner Bros, told 

'^'Sergeant York; and Finkel et al., "Sergeant York," 
108-11. 

S 8 , ^Sergeant York; Finkel et al., "Sergeant York," 112-
15; and Koch, As Time Goes By, 75. 

t>9l 'Roddick, New Deal in Entertainment, 209-12; and 
Koppes and Black, Hollywood Goes To War, 37-39. 
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this film from the Allied perspective. Upon their arrival 

at the Western Front, York and his colleagues jumped into a 

trench with a handful of British soldiers. Noting the 

inexperience of the doughboys the "case hardened" Englishman 

instructed the amateurs when to "flop" in the trench to 

avoid a shell and when not to. After this instruction the 

British infantryman requested a cigarette from his American 

colleagues. Receiving it, he said "you Yanks just got here 

in the nick of time. We were running shy of these. Besides 

we could do with some help." York provided help as he 

almost singlehandedly killed twenty German soldiers while 

taking 132 others prisoner in the Meuse-Argonne offensive in 

the fall of 1918.^° 

The studio, aided by the Roosevelt administration, 

utilized York's martial success and its relation to the 

contemporary war in its publicity campaign for the film. 

The president met with the real York at the White House and 

told reporters that the picture based upon his life came "at 

a good time."''̂  Taking his cue from Roosevelt, York 

continued on a nation-wide tour during which he publicized 

the film by noting its parallels with America's present 

situation. On this tour the war hero attacked isolationists 

60< ^Sergeant York; Finkel et al., "Sergeant York," 119; 
and Analysis Chart, by F. Stinnette, 13 May 1941, Sergeant 
York File, MPAA-PCA Collection, AMPAS. 

"'"Sergt. York Visits with the President," New York 
Times, 31 July 1941, sec. I, p. 13. 
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such as Senator Wheeler and urged citizens to "give all our 

aid to England."" At the New York opening of the picture 

in early July 1941 Cooper and a host of generals met the 

real Alvin C. York at Penn Station. Followed by a parade 

down Fifth Avenue to 82nd Division Headquarters, York 

attended the premier at Astor Theatre, a showing also 

attended by Willkie, Eleanor Roosevelt, and General John J. 

Pershing. York then travelled to Washington, D.C. where. 

Sergeant York's co-producer Jesse L. Lasky reported, 

congressmen, military officers, and government officials 

cheered York and followed his car on foot after seeing the 

film." 

After premiering in Washington, D.C. and New York, 

Sergeant York enjoyed a wealth of popular success. The film 

played for 163 days at Warner's first-run theaters in New 

York and Los Angeles, more than twice the number of any 

other of the studio's 1941 productions. The National Board 

of Review's Motion Picture Council voted Sergeant York, 

which grossed almost $4 million in less than a year, as 

1941's best film in terms of popular appeal, beating out 

Gone With the Wind.''' 

"^Roddick, New Deal in Entertainment, 213-14. 

""Telegram, Lasky to Jack L. Warner, 1 August 1941, 
Sergeant York Story File, WBA, USC. 

^'"Roddick, New Deal in Entertainment, 179, 210, 268-69, 
and 282. 
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Warner Bros, received a number of favorable responses 

to the film. Among them, author Dr. Norman Vincent Peale 

wrote to Jack Warner that the picture rendered 

a very great service to our country in this crisis 
for it gives a sensible solution to a problem 
facing many young men—that is the problem of war. 
In fact, this picture may actually help to save 
this country. 

It will show to them that there is something 
worth giving everything for, namely, liberty and 
freedom. ̂^ 

One month after Warner's release of Sergeant York 

Roosevelt and Churchill signed the Atlantic Charter, an 

agreement which outlined the Anglo-American wartime and 

post-war objectives. These objectives for the post-war 

world included liberal trade policies, freedom of speech, 

disarmament of aggressor nations, and the creation of an 

international organization. Then, with an Anglo-American 

agreement on the shape of the post-war world in hand, 

Roosevelt declared a full naval convoy of ships—both 

American and British—in the western Atlantic. Announced in 

response to the provoked attack by German U-boats, which the 

president referred to as "the rattlesnakes of the Atlantic," 

on the Greer, the convoy "marked a decisive step toward 

war."" 

American films soon took that decisive step as well. 

Premiering in late September 1941, Twentieth Century-Fox's A 

^^Peale to Warner, 2 July 1941, Sergeant York Story 
File, WBA, USC. 

6 6 Divine, Reluctant Belligerent, 131-35 and 143 
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Yank in the R.A.F. was among the first of Hollywood's films 

to portray American intervention in World War II. Filmed 

partly in England, the movie, according to Newsweek's John 

O'Hara, was "supercharged with propaganda."^" The 

propaganda centered around the theme of American 

intervention to relieve Britain's dire condition. Tyrone 

Power's Tim Baker opened the film by flying supplies to 

London. After this parallel to the U.S.'s efforts to supply 

Britain through such measures as lend-lease. Baker, arriving 

in London during one such mission, decided to enroll in the 

Royal Air Force. Once in London, Power, who himself soon 

enrolled in the U.S. Marine Corps himself as a combat pilot 

after Pearl Harbor, met Betty Grable as Carol Brown. 

Both characters, hailing from the isolationist Midwest, 

were Americans who personally intervened on behalf of 

Britain. Grable's character labored within London's civil 

defense system providing relief to those effected by Nazi 

air attacks during the Battle of Britain. Baker, meanwhile, 

aided England militarily through the R.A.F. Flying a 

Spitfire, he provided evacuating soldiers at Dunkirk with 

air protection. Baker also served in the R.A.F.'s attempts 

""John O'Hara, "Blond Blitz on the RAF," Newsweek, 6 
October 1941, 59-60. 
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to counter the German Luftwaffe in the battle for aerial 

superiority over the English Channel in mid-1940.^^ 

With Power, in A Yank in the R.A.F., intervening on 

behalf of Britain upon America's screens the nation had a 

role model for what was soon reality. The nation had moved 

closer and closer to that reality throughout the period 

1939-41. Through such diplomatic steps as cash and carry, 

lend-lease, the destroyers-for-bases deal, ABC-1, and the 

Atlantic Charter, the president, supported by film and the 

public, had gradually moved America towards intervention. 

Yet, although "Roosevelt had led the nation to the brink of 

war by the summer of 1941, . . .he refused to take the final 

step until the nation was ready."^^ Already receptive to 

the idea, the nation received its final justification for 

intervention when Japan, part of the Axis alliance along 

with Germany and Italy, attacked Pearl Harbor in December 

1941. Following Pearl Harbor, the U.S. formally concluded 

an Anglo-American military alliance, the first such move by 

the U.S. in more than 150 years. In a partnership founded 

in part upon culture and fueled by Anglophilic films, the 

U.S. and Britain followed the dictates of ABC-1 and directed 

their military attentions toward the defeat of Nazi Germany. 

"-^A Yank in the R.A.F., directed by Henry King, with 
Tyrone Power, Betty Grable, John Sutton, Reginald Gardner, 
and Donald Stuart, Twentieth Century-Fox, 1941. 

6 9 Divine, Reluctant Belligerent, 135. 



CHAPTER V 

AFTERTHOUGHTS 

Films, by reinforcing the dominant public opinion 

favorable to Great Britain, helped to create a cultural 

atmosphere in which the political alliance between the two 

nations flourished. Perhaps the formal Anglo-American 

alliance is best termed the "second rapprochement." Films' 

contributions to the "second rapprochement," followed by 

consistently cordial Anglo-American relations up to the 

present day, suggests it drew heavily upon culture. Just as 

bitter relations between Britain and Germany in the 

nineteenth century rested in part upon cultural differences, 

so twentieth century Anglo-American amicability resulted 

from a bilateral cultural exchange. Films shown in America 

from 1935 to 1941 drew upon and exemplified the trans-

Atlantic exchange. This study focuses on the cultural 

artifact of film as an additive to diplomacy, a focus which 

dovetails with a recent emphasis in diplomatic history upon 

unofficial foreign relations.^ 

'On the rivalry between England and Germany in the 
nineteenth century see Raymond Sontag, Germany and England: 
Background of Conflict, 1848-1894 (New York: Russell and 
Russell, 1964). An example of the recent focus on 
unofficial, cultural relations, in diplomatic history is 
Ariel Dorfman and Armand Mattelart, How to Read Donald Duck 
Imperialist Ideology in the Disney Comic (New York: 
International General, 1975). 
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This study of unofficial relations sheds some light 

upon Hollywood's political messages from the period 1935 to 

1941. Although the industry did not produce propaganda 

until after the Nazi invasion of Poland in 1939, this did 

not mean that films were devoid of diplomatically charged 

messages. When international tensions forced the United 

States to pass neutrality legislation in 1935, Hollywood's 

production of Anglophilia, although not yet propagandistic, 

held political significance. Reaching a height in 1938's 

The Dawn Patrol, this cultural Anglophilia proved that 

Hollywood, a center of American popular culture, was not 

divorced from contemporary social or political conditions. 

And the identification of Anglophilia on film, whether 

propagandistic or not, provides historians with a clearer 

picture of inter-war America. Anti-Naziism was a clear 

theme in such films as Confessions of a Nazi Spy. But, 

anti-Naziism's corollary, pro-British themes, while perhaps 

less obvious, provides insight into popular ideology.^ 

Because Anglophilia on film was demand-driven, it 

provides us with an insight into the age's popular culture. 

At least in the case of films produced by the major 

^Most historians of film focus on Hollywood's anti-Nazi 
propaganda. These historians largely ignore pro-British 
themes and argue that films became political only after 
September 1939. See Clayton R. Koppes and Gregory D. Black, 
Hollywood Goes To War: How Politics, Profits, and 
Propaganda Shaped World War II Movies (New York: The Free 
Press, 1987), 16; and Steele, Propaganda in an Open Society, 
147. 
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Hollywood studios, motion pictures reflected popular taste. 

Studio executives remained unwilling to invest in the 

production of pictures unless they were reasonably sure of a 

return. Financial success serves as the best measure of how 

well a particular film mirrored popular opinion. Then as 

now, cost-conscious customers, especially during the 

depression, informed by reviews and word of mouth, refrained 

from patronizing entertainment that contradicted their 

views. American moviegoers voted with their pocketbooks. 

Most, if not all, of the Anglophilic movies examined here, 

ranging from 1935's A Midsummer Night's Dream to 1941's A 

Yank in the R.A.F., met with popular success. 

Approaching diplomacy from a popular standpoint, this 

study offers another perspective on American foreign policy 

and President Franklin D. Roosevelt's diplomacy. First, 

there is the question of the depth of American isolation. 

Others have recognized the unneutrality inherent in American 

isolation. The Neutrality Act of 1935, often exhibited as 

the prime example of isolation, prescribed flexible, rather 

than strict, neutrality. In wartime the president could 

chose not to invoke an American arms embargo in order to aid 

the western democracies that controlled the Atlantic."^ 

Non-neutrality extended, and was even rooted, in culture. 

Non-neutral American films, including The Dawn Patrol or The 

"For a full discussion of the non-neutral aspects of 
the Neutrality Act see Chapter II. 
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Sea Hawk, also exhibited favoritism towards Britain. At the 

least, the prevalence of Anglophilia, even to the point of 

outright propaganda, in American films, indicates that 

isolationism in the 1930s was extremely complex. The 

decade's debate between isolationism and interventionism was 

not one of white and black. Instead, there were many shades 

of grey. The move from isolation to intervention from 1935 

to 1941 was not direct, but instead marked by the 

evolutionary stages of sympathy for the western democracies, 

aid to the Allies, and then aid to Britain." 

Strains of isolationism clearly remained and Roosevelt 

after 1939 faced the task of moving a reluctant nation 

towards combat. The American public, although amicable 

towards Great Britain, remained unwilling to become 

embroiled in a foreign war until at least the fall of France 

in the summer of 1940. Roosevelt was constrained by that 

opinion. Yet, the president was by no means passive in 

either his efforts to fight the Great Depression or in his 

foreign policies. Roosevelt, at least in the case of motion 

pictures, attempted to manipulate public opinion and thus to 

lead the nation on a path towards intervention. By 

intervening on behalf of the industry during the Department 

of Justice's anti-trust investigation, the president sought 

"For a discussion of isolationism and interventionism 
in America see Wayne S. Cole, Roosevelt and the 
isolationists, 1932-1945 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1983). 
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Hollywood's aid in gaining a popular base for his 

increasingly pro-British and interventionist foreign 

policies. By 1940, in The Sea Hawk and Sergeant York, 

Hollywood, recognizing that public sympathy for Britain, 

responded to the president's call.^ 

Hollywood's reflection of Roosevelt's foreign policies 

from 1939 to 1941 represented a developmental stage in film 

propaganda. The pro-war propaganda of George Creel's 

Committee of Public Information during World War I was 

pioneering. Creel's efforts, the first to use widely the 

relatively new technology of the moving picture, was 

nevertheless crude. The messages of the period just prior 

to World War II, on the other hand, were refined and more 

persuasive. Hollywood's didactics continued to be 

unofficial from 1939 to 1941. After Pearl Harbor, Roosevelt 

officially drafted the motion picture industry into the war 

effort with the creation of the Office of War Information 

(OWI). The OWI, an agency created in early 1942 to direct 

the mass media's war propaganda efforts, produced messages 

similar to those expressed by the Creel Committee. But, the 

^The best, and most contradictory, works on Roosevelt's 
diplomacy remain Robert Dallek, Franklin D. Roosevelt and 
American Foreign Policy, 1932-1945 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1979); and Robert A. Divine, The Reluctant 
Belligerent: American Entry into World War II, America in 
Crisis Series, ed. Robert A. Divine (New York: John Wiley 
and Sons, 1965). For a full discussion of Roosevelt's use 
of the mass media see Richard W. Steele, Propaganda in an 
Open Society: The Roosevelt Administration and the Media, 
1933-1941, Contributions in American History, ed. Jon L. 
Wakelyn, no. Ill (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1985). 
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agency, taking lessons from the subtle effectiveness of pre

war films, shied away from overt themes. Hollywood's 

Anglophilia helped modern propaganda come of age. 

The conclusion that Anglophilic films mirrored public 

opinion, and, by reinforcing that dominant opinion, created 

an atmosphere in which an alliance flourished is admittedly 

tentative. The best that can be done is to correlate film's 

relevant messages with both public opinion and diplomacy. 

It remains impossible to isolate films as a causal factor in 

behavior or policy. Unless direct links can be established 

through exit polls or individual correspondence, for 

example, the nebulous relationship of culture, opinion, and 

policy cannot be fixed. Thus, one can only conclude that 

pro-British films were cultural contributors to the Anglo-

American alliance. 

In addition, the author makes no pretensions to 

comprehensiveness. The examined films represent only a 

small sample of those produced during the era. More 

research is necessary to complete the picture. Although the 

Warner Bros, studio was the most politically active of all 

the Hollywood studios, and therefore the most closely 

examined, the investigation of other production firms may 

lead to alternate conclusions. What can be stated for 

certain, however, is that Anglophilia on film did exist from 

1935 to 1941 and it closely resembled both American thought 

and diplomacy. 
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